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l6 A'2idCfprogram was conducted to develop a lightweight, efficient metallic thermal protection sys- 1 
tem (TPS) for application to future shuttle-t:q reentry vehicles, advanced space transports, and, 
hypersonic cruise vehicles. Technical requirements were  generally derived from the space 
shuttle. A corrugation-stiffened beaded-skin TPS design developed by Grumman was used as a 
baseline. The system was updated and m&€fied to incorporate the latest technology develop- 
ments and design criteria. The primary objective was to minimize mass for the total system. 
One basic design concept was developed under the program. The concept consisted of a cor- 
rugation-stiffened beaded-skin surface panel, a specially designed support system, and an in- 
sulation package. Using the one basic d e s p  concept, two TPS were devsloped and optimized 
under the pmgram: Re& 41, a nickel-ba;e alloy for use to 1144 K (1600 F), and Ha.vnes 188, a 
cobalt-base alloy, for use to 1255 K (lc'O0 F). One full-scale panel 61 cm t24 in.) wide by 91 cm 
(36 in.) long was fabricated fmm each material. Each panel represented one and one-half bays, 
and included a IongitLdinal expansion joint. 
lower in mass than the baseline Hayned 25 design. Similar reductions were achieved with the 
Ken5 4 1  system. Both test articles,  which were instrumented to measure temperature and 
deflection, were delivered to NASA/Langley for evaluation of cyclic life characteristics. 
! 
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The primary objective of reducing TPS mass was achieved. The Haynes 188 design is 357 
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Section I 
SURIMARY & INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SUTvIRIARY 
A program was undertaken to develop a lightweight, efficient, metallic thermal 
protection system (TPS) applicable to future shuttle-type reentry vehicles, advanced 
space transports, and hypersonic cruise vehicles. Technical requirements and cri- 
ter ia  were derived generally from the space shuttle. 
Grumman's corrugation-stiffened TPS design was used a s  the baseline starting 
point. The system was updated a n i  modified to incorporate the latest technology de- 
velopments and design criteria. Emphasis was placed on minimizing weight for the 
overall system. 
One basic design concept was developed during the program, and this concept 
was optimized for operation at two different temperatures using two different mate- 
rials: ken6 41, a nickel-base alloy for use to  1144 K (1600°F), and Haynes 188, a 
cobalt-base alloy for use to 1255 K (1800OF). Significant weight reductions were 
achieved over existing metallic systems. Moreover, the advanced TPS developed un- 
de r  this program a r e  mass-competitive with the directly bonded RSI system presently 
used on the space shuttle. 
Two, extensively instrumented, full-scale test panels were fabricated, one 
from each material. Each pan, 1 represented one and one-half bays and included an 
expansion joint. Both test articles were delivered to NASAILangley fch- evaluation 
of cyclic life characteristics in the Langley Thermal Protection Systeil, Test Facility, 
which is capable of test conditions representative of entry flight. 
1 .2  INTRODUCTION 
The development of high-temperature, metallic heat shield TPS for entry ve- 
hicles has been a general subject of attention for many years. (See, for example, 
ref. 1-1 and 1-2.) Recently, a greater interest in this a rea  has been motivated b) 
the space shuttle and its related technology requirements. A s  a result of this in- 
creased interest, NASA/Langley initiated a broat-based program to  develop TPS over 
the temperature range Pf 811-1589 K (1000-2400 F)  and similar work was begrul by 
many aerospace companies. (See ref. 1-3 through 1-11. ) A s  an extension to the 
NASA program, a contract was awarded to Grumman Aerospace Corporation to ad- 
vance technology for  metallic TPS in the temperature range of 1144-1255 K (1600- 
1800'F) by incoiporating the latest technology developments and design criteria. The 
results oi this effort are presented herein. 
In general, technical requirements and design criteria were derived from the 
space shuttle orbiter, although the :q stems developed a r e  app!:cable to advanced 
space transports and hypersonic c n . ,  e vehicles. A state-of-the-art assessment and 
review was undertaken to  identify pr,:nising design features of existing systems, in- 
cluding -'.'"rent analytical techiiiques for predicting TPS performance. The review 
1-1 
D 
reaffirmed that a corrugation-stiffened beaded-skin concept offered the most promigs 
for a reliable minimum-mass TPS, and this system was used a s  the baseline starting 
point. Primary emphasis was placed on minimizing mass for the overall system. 
On2 basic design concept was developed under the program. The concept con- 
sisted of a corrugation-stiffened beaded-skin surface panel, a specially designed sup- 
port system, and an insulation pack,ige. Using the one basic design concept, two TPS 
were developed and optimized under the program: Rend 41, a nickel-base alloy for 
use to 1141 K (1600°F), and Ha-nes 188, a cobalt-base alloy, for use to  1255 K 
(1800°F). One lull-scale panel 61 cm (24 in.) wide by 91 cm t36 in.) long was fabri- 
cated from each material. Each panel represented one and one-half bays, and included 
a longitudinal expansion joint. Both test articles, which were instrumented to measure 
temperature :tnd deflection, were delivered to NASA/ Langley for evaluation of cyclic 
life characteristics. 
1.3 SYMBOLS & UNITS 
Although calculations were made in U. S. Customary Units, they a r e  presented 
in this report in the International System of Units (SI' 31~0. Factors relating to the 
two systems a r e  given in referencc 1-13. Symbols throughout this report a r e  defined 
a s  they are introduced. 
The appropriate quantities for the SI units used in this report are: 
Quantity 
length meter m 
force newton N 
pres scre pascal Pa 
mass kilogram kg 
temperature kelvin K 
Abbreviations for the fol1owir.g prefixes have been employed for multiples of 
units in this report: 
Prefix hlultiplication Factor Abbrer. *at ion 
centi 1 o-2 C 
kilo 1 o3 k 
niilli 1 o - ~  ni 
mega 
gi ga 
1 O6 
I o9 
I - ?  
1 1  
G 
, 
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.Section 2 
DESIGN CRITERIA & EN\IRONI\l ENT DEFINITION 
2.1 DESIGN CRITERIA 
The following thermal and mechanical loading conditions wen? developed for de- 
sign of the metallic TPS test specimen. Also discussed are other necessary design 
requirements to make the TPS compatible with the operating characteristics of a func- 
tional reentry vehicle such as a space shuttle orbiter. In general, techr’cal require- 
ments were derived from the space shuttle system; where deviations have been made, 
they are noted. The design requirements and critical loading conditions are sum- 
marized in table 2-1. 
Tabla 2-1. - Lower surface (mkcfusslage) desian d i n s .  
I condition 
~~ ~ 
Continuous surfxe pres-. at Tm, (entry) 862-2490 
Max maneuver surface press. at T,, (entry) 8618 
Max temp level during entry - Haypes 1255 K 
Max temp lev21 during entry - Reni! 1144 K 
Max dynamlc pres - entq  11 490 
Max dvnamic pres. - boost 33 516 
Max surface press differential - boost +13 885 
-20 588 
Max surface pres. differential - postentry +16 758 
-12 448 
Acoustic environment 
Fig. -
2-3 
2-3 
2- 3 
2- 3 
2-4 
- 
Liftoff 
Overall sound press. level 161 db 
0 Critical 1/3.octave band level 150 db 
Max qa (ascent) 
Overall sound press. level 
Critical 1/3-octave band level 
Allowble permanent deflection between 
Panel supports 
158 db 
146 db 
8 = 0.1 + 0.1L 
~ ~ ~ 
Feetors of safety 
I 1.0 limit 
Thermal effects 
-- 
Max primary structure temp rise I  (Tmax -. Tiilltidl = 350°F - 120 - 230°F) 
1.15 yield 
1.4 ultimate 
1 .O creep deflection 
1.0 limit 
1.4 ultimate 
383 K 23OoF 
Flutti!r 1 Reference 4-2 
22 I 7 8r.w 
- 
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The mission profile and environmental parameters considered in the TPS design 
requirements are: 
Launch/boost - acoustic vibration, maximuni aeimdynamic pressures 
Orbit - initial TPS temperature at s tar t  of entry 
Entry - maximuni aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic loads 
Postentry flight - marreuver loads, touchdown loads 
Ground handling - weather, inspection, refurbishment, storage 
Specific design requirements a r e  discussed in the following paragraphs. 
2.2 DESIGN GOALS 
In addition to the loading and thermal cri teria,  the test specimen was designed 
to meet the fcllowing goals: 
0 Reuse capability of 101' missions 
0 Minimum leakage at expansion joints 
0 Simple removal of panels 
0 Surface emittance of 0.80 o r  higher 
0 Moisture - In contrast to the current orbiter design, no special design re- 
quirements were included in this design to control TPS moisture absorption, 
It was assumed that during ground storage, prelaunch, and ferrying the 
vehicle will be protected from exposure to direct water impingement and 
high humidity conditions of ground support equipment. Immediately after 
entry and up to one hour after landing, the insulation will not absorb mois- 
ture because the residual heat stored in it during entry is sufficient to dry 
the insulation. This built-in protection would be effective in situations short 
of heavy rainstorms. If the vehicle is inadvertently exposed to rain or high- 
humidity mndensing cycles, a drying cycle will be required before vehicle 
launch. The most significant concern in relation to water absorption for 
fibrous insulation is the associated increase in mass. 
0 Surface contour - The allowable panel surface normal permanent deflcction 
between supports was y = 0.254 + 0. OlL, where y is maximum deflection in 
cm and L is panel span. (This deflection criterion was taken from ref. 2-2, 
vol. 11, p. 7-4.) This requirement will limit +he total amount of creep defor- 
mation over 100 mission cycles. 
0 Surface roughness - To avoid uncontrolled ingestion of high-energy boundary- 
layer a i r  in the panel expansion joints, all such potential gap were aft facing 
in  relation to the general flow direction. Also, the height of surface steps, 
beads, and protruding fasteners was such that local interference-heating ef- 
fects will not be excessive. 
' !  
I 
I 
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2.3 THERMAL CONDITIONS 
The primary thermal requirement kc 'he TPS is entry heating from orbit, with 
a 100-mission reusability goal. Space shurc.c orbiter entry trajectory 14040 was used 
as a design requirement for this program. Its salient features a r e  shown in figure 
2-1. The typical, external, heat-flux history for most of tha vehicle's lower surface 
is shown. Maximum-temperature isotheriso for the lotver surface a r e  shown in figure 
2-2. The specific area of concern for the test specimen is the 1144-1255 K (1600 to 
180eF) temperature range. The surface-temperature history is shown in figure 2-3. 
The thermal condition which determines the insulating requirement for the TPS 
is that in which the maxiniuni TPS.'primary structure tempenture  exists at the begin- 
ning of entry. Space shuttle mission 3, which is a launch into orbit and return to the 
launch site within a single revolution, creates a condition in which the residual effects 
of launch aerodynamic heating are still present when the vehicle sbi-ts its entry man- 
euver. The temperature on the lower surface structure at the start of entry for mis- 
sion 3 is 322 K (1200F). This temperature was used a s  the initial TPS/structure tem- 
perature in conjunction with the 14040 entry trajectory heating. 
The insulation was sized to limit the temperature of the primary structure to a 
maximum of 450 K (3500F) during entry and subsequent postlanding soak-out. Ground 
soak-out assumed a 311 K (10O0F) ambient environment. The primary structure had 
the equivaletlt thermal heat-sink capacity of a .51-cm (0. ?-in.; thick aluminum plate 
with an adiabatic back face. 
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Figure 2-3. - Surface temperature and pressure profile. 
Another thermal condition of significance is that which produces the maximum 
temper- ure gradients in the TPS/structure. Shuttle studies have shown that this con- 
dition is one in which the minimum TPS/structure temperature exists at the start of 
entry. The minimum starting temperature for the current shuttle orbiter lower sur- 
face is the resu” of mission 2, tail-sun orientation, and results in a 203 K (-950F) 
temperature for the lower surface, This temperature was used as the minimum start- 
ing temperature in this study, in conjunction with entry trajectory 14040. 
2.4 DIFFERENTLAL PRESSURE LOADING 
TWb cypes of static pressure loadings were considered in the design of the TPS. 
‘fie C-st  is maximum maneuver load conditions, which are intermittent and of short 
du. :ion. The static strength of the panel must be sufficient to withstand these loads. 
The maximum maneuver load factor for the current orbiter is 2.5g during entry and 
subsonic flight. Iiowever, there is insufficient aerodynamic force to produce 2.5g 
maneuver until about 1200 sec  after the  s tar t  of entry, which is near the end of maxi- 
mum heating (see fig. 2-3). The n1aximt.m maneuver line in figure 2-3 represents 
the maximum intermittent pressure differential on the lower surface for the entry 
maneuver, 
The second type of static pressure loading cmaidered is the continuous-loading 
1t;el at high temperature, which was used to determine the amount of creep that 
occurs in the panel. This is the equilibrium flight pressure loading line shown in 
@ure 2-3. 
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The maximum pressure differentials during boost and postentry subsonic flight 
are shmn in table 2-2; they occur at low temperatures. The boost trajectory is shown 
in figure 2-4. 
Table 2-2. - Orbiter lower surface maximum differential pressures for boost and postentry flight. 
- 
'I
+ - 
.. ~~ . - ~ -~ . . - ~ 
Man negative kPa (psf) Man positive kPa (psf) 
Limit Ultimate 
~__ ~ . .~ - ~ - Condi tion 
High 0 boost -20 6 \ 430) 28 8 1 -6021 13 9 (t290) + 19 4 1+4061 
- 1 2 6 1  2601 1 7  4 1-364) +168(+3501 t23 4 (r490) 
- __ Postentrv 
0 
r l 1  
. lk I- 
;r" l o  Q' 
0 40 80 120 1 GO 200 
Tinit. , i t tv i  Iwiwti ,  sa: 
*Temperature on lower suiface approximately 508 cin (200 111 1 dtt 
1368-002W 
Figure 2-4 - Design boost trajectory. 
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The pressure-loading conditions used here were derived from critical design 
conditions supplied by Rockwell International and postprocessed by Grumman in the 
course of the shuttle orbiter wing design effort. 
2.5 ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT 
Liftoff and ascent overall sound pressure levels are given in table 2-1. These 
levels are approximately the same ones used to test a corrugation-stiffened, beaded- 
skin TPS test panel similar to the panel designed for this program. The test, which 
was performed in the Grumman Sonic Test FacLlity, is documented in reference 2-1. 
The test panel endured the 100-mission equivalent of 5100 sec of high-intensitv acous- 
tic pressures,  without failure. Because of this successful test, an acoustic analysis 
was not performed on the new design. 
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Section 3 
XI ATERIAL PROPER TIES 
3.1 L'ilKDIDA'l'k~ RIATERIXLS - fiIETALLlC TPS 
. .- 
! 
. .  . .  
c'andidate metallic TPS materials underwent considerable experimental evalua- 
tion during the early phases of the space shuttle program. A t  that time, studies were 
performed to determine which of the commercially available high-temperature metal 
alloys appeared most attractive for use in the surface panel and support structure. 
Consideration was given to the availability, fabricability, oxidation resistance, ther- 
mal stability at peak temperature, and :ivailability cf sufficient mechanical-properties 
data at temperature. The candidate alloys were Ti-6A1-25n-4Zn-2hI0, duplex an- 
nealed; 1:cn;. 11 solution heat treated and aged: Haynes 25 or 188; Inconel 718; TD 
Ki-20c.r: and C'b 755 coated with R512C. 
A conceptual panel design was used as the focal point of a design analysis to 
determine conipai ative weights of metal panels utilizing the candidate alloys over the 
temperature range of 589-1588 1.; (600-21000F). The results of the study (ref. 3-1) 
indicated that to minimize TPS weight for a given vehicle requires the use of more 
than one alloy for panel construction. A vehicle such a s  a shuttle orbiter will require 
the use of at least three different alloys for the "acreage" lower-surface TPS. To 
minimize the weight of a panel using 3 given alloy requires a careful design optimi- 
zation, which results in a specific cross-section geometry and material gauge. 
Panels so designed of different materials must interface with one another over a 
large lineal footage. To minimize the need for special interface panels and to re- 
duce development costs, it seems desirable to arr ive a t  a common design concept 
for all r,ietnl panels which cover this large "acreage." A common design concept 
requires some tradeoffs, since the early study indicated that minimum-weight panel 
cross sections for a!l the candidate materials a r e  not identical. The study showed 
that 12cnc 11 is lightest in the range of 755-1141 K (900-16000F). Haynes 25 o r  188 
was lightest in the range of 11-1-1-1255 E; (1600-1800~1~). 
The pronnni rcported herein was limited to optimizing a TPS in both .ne' 4 1  
and Ilayncs 1 Sa sincc the range of temperatures covered In. these materials would 
encompass the mnior portion of TPS requirements for a typical vehicle. K O  materials 
testing was performed cnder the program since adequate data on Rcne' 4 1  and Ilaynes 
188 were already avai1al)le. 
l h e r e  were, however, two areas  of concern with these materials: establishing 
allowahle design s t resses  under creep conditions and determining 8 thickness allow- 
ance for emittance treatment and oxidation losses. These areas  were investigated 
in the program, and design allowables were established. These areas  will be dis- 
cussed later in this section. 
Ilaynes 188 alloy is  a cobalt-base alloy possessing excellent high-temperature 
strength and oxidation resistance to 1367 K (2000°F). Its excellent oxidation resis- 
f 
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tmce  results from minute additions of lanthanum to the alloy system. The lanthanum 
modifies the protective oxide scale in such a manner that the oxide becomes extremely 
tenscious ;Inti impervious to diffusion when exposed to temperatures through 1367 K 
(20OOoF). A11 properties which follow for Haynes 188 a r e  for the solutioii-heat- 
treated condition - heating to 1150 ti (2150'F) followed by either a rapid air-cool 
o r  w t e r  queni*h. 
! ,  
i 
I 
I 
0 C'hroiniuni: 
0 Kickel :  
0 'Ihngs ten : 
0 Iron: 
0 ('arbon: 
0 Silicon: 
0 hlnngnncse: 
0 1,nnthanum : 
0 C'obaIt: 
20-2.4'.' 
3 - 2 4  
13-16 
3, mnximum 
.os-. 15 
.3-. 50 
1.25,  maximum 
.03-. 15 
ba Iancw 
3.2.2 I'h! sicnl & Nechanical Properties 
1)ensiV @TI: !). 13 g;.'c.u c m  (.330 lb/cu in. 
Incipient fusion temperature: 1603 li (2-125°F) 
l.:lec.tricnl rcs is t iviv (lt'l'): 92.2 microhm /cm 
Ib i s son ' s  ratio: A1 .29  ( l t l ,  ref. 3-2) 
;\lc:in cwcffic-icnt of thermnl expansion vs  temperature: figure 3-1 
'I'herlii:il concluc-tivity v s  temperature: figure 3-1 
Spci*ific* Iwi t  vs tcmperature: f i p re  3-1 
)sL!:itinn rc'sistiqnl.e: '1lie outsbnding osidation resistance of llnynes 158 is 
illustratccl I I I  figurc 3 - 2 .  where it IS c>on-,paretl to Ilaynes 25 and Ilnstelloy S ,  
two ;illoj s known for their rcsisLincc to osidation 
JIcc>Ii:iiiic*;i I pi*opci*ties: 'l'hc clcsign mechanicnl propertics were :issumed to 
1 ~ 1  t h c  s:iii~(- :IS for llnyncs 2 5 ,  :ind were tnken frolii rcfercnc-e 3-3.  'l'd~le 
3- 1 givcs t h c  proportics used in the program. 
'i 3 - 2  
221 7 6 W  
Figure 3-1 - Thermal erpansion cwfficient (n), thermal conductivity (K), 
and specific heat VI temperature for Hayner 188. 
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3.2.3 Establishment of Creep Allowable Stress - 
I 
I. 1 An analysis was made to determine the allowable stress based on creep strains for a typical corrugation-stiffened tiaynes 185 panel c ros s  section subiected to  uniform 
pressure loading. The panel was assunied to be a simply supported beam subjected 
to a uniformly distributed load. The maximum allowable permanent center deflection, 
taken from reference 2-2, is: 
' 1  
I.. 1 
y - .254 -t .01L 
where L is the span, in cm. (3-1) 
Creep deformations cause nonelastic strain distributions in a beam cross  sec- 
tion, but the elastic beam relationship W R S  used as 
allowable strain. For the simply supported beam, 
a f i rs t  approximation to obtain an 
the center deflection is: 
[:i (3-2) 
i 
I where w is  the unit load. 
If it is assumed that an optimum panel c ross  section is one with the neutral axis 
at the mid-depth, so that tension and compression strains a r e  equal, the outer fiber 
strain is: 
(3-3) 
therefore, 3 
wl>-cmm 
8EI E *  (3-4 1 
If creep stress-strain relationships are assunied to be identical for tension and 
compression, equations (3-2) and (3-4) combine to obtain strain in terms of center 
deflection: 
c mas max 
9 c a I low. T -  
(3-5) 
L 
Lsing equation (3-1) to define ymaS, 
2.44 Cmax .096 CrnLXL 
I.? 
€ allow. (3-5 \ 
From reference 2-2, 1.01 11, equation 7-1, page 7-4, the following equation for 
creep strain in Iiaynes 188 is obt:iinccl: 
In c -. -2.89413 -.01743t 3 .54892 In t -t 1.31015 I n a  
-6. (iG5-18 (1,iT) -1 . 19131 u In 'I' -t .00021 '1'u t 
where: 
t 7 total accumulntcd time at T hours 
TlI ai 
3- 1 
! L1 
I ! L J  
1 
Q 7 -  s t r e s s  level, in 3IPa 
T - temperature, in K / l O O O  
E strain, in 2 
A typical configuration for a metallic TPS panel is expected to have a span of 
48.3 cm (19.0 in. ) with a cross-section depth of 1.52-2.54 cm (. 60-1.0 in. ). From 
equation (3-51, Q is a function of cross-section depth, h: 
I: 
f 
! 
h, cm (in.) 
1.52 (0.6) 
c: E allow. ' '( 
.23 
.31 2.03 (0.8) 
2.51 (1.0) .39 
For the design heating mission, 
t - 16.7 hr  (time at Tmax for 100 cycles at 10 midcycle)  
= 1255 K (1SOO0F) Tmax 
T -  1255 - 1.255 1000 
Substituting values and rearranging equation (3-6) to solve for stress, 0 ,  that 2orres- 
ponds to 'allow. , we obtain the follnwing cral,ow. : 
h, cm (in. ) , RIPa @si) HS - 88rT a1 low. 
1.52 (0 .6 )  26.4 (3828) 
2.03 (0.8) 29.0 (4175) 
2.51 (1.0) 31 3 (4539) 
The allowable s t ress ,  therefore, within the depth range of 1.52-2.54 cm (,G-J.0 i n * ) ,  
can be expressed as: 
r 1 
Q - 19.1 -+ 4.8h (RIPa) 12770 + 1770h (psi)] allow. 
K O L ~  that the allowables shown a r e  based on simple-element creep data. It was 
assumed that the coefficients of equation 3-6 do not change with time and that strain 
hardening and the effects of permanent creep deformations have a negligible effect. 
3.2. 4 Design Allowance for Oxidation Losses 
Since thin-gage material, 0.25 cm (. 010 in. ) o r  less, was to t;e employecl and 
because IIaynes oxidizes a t  elevated temperatures, it was necessary to include B de- 
sign allowance (thickness increase) to provide for losses due to pre-oxidation t c  
increase cniittance and due to oxidation during service life. 
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Property 
1 
E 
294 K 1 70" F I 1255 Ka 
Stress at temperature 
89G "PJ 
379 MFd 
379 MPa 
130 ksi 
55 ksi 
I 234 CiP;. 
145 MPa 
76 MPa 
21 ksi j 
11  ks: \ 
1 
I 
i 3  700 kbi  ' -----i 
The following design requirements were assunled in preparing the estiniat. 
oxidation loss : 
0 Peah sc,-vice tcmpeliturc will be 1255 E; (1800°k') 
0 The mission cycle wil l  include 10 min at  peak temperature 
0 k:acIi psncl will have a 100-mission life 
The USP o f  ;in :ipplied surface coating for emittance control \\'as to be avoided. 
The surf:iw oxide of the IlS-l$S was to be used, i f  possible. X total heniispherical 
eniitt;iiwcb of .SO, or niore, at  1255 E; (ISOO'F) was R goal. 
3.2.1.1 Ailmvanc*e Ilequired for Emittance Treatment 
'I'he cmittance rcquirciiients were to be fulfillcd hy a prcosidation treatment 
during fin:,\ sLTges of coil :orient fabrication. An oxide film thickness of .00025 cni 
(. 0001 in, was thought suiiicient to achieve the required vzlue. 
3 . 2 .  -1.2 .\llo\vanc*c Itequired for Oxidation Losses 
i 
1 ()sidation under entry conditions is dependent on peak ten~perature ,  number of 
exposure c.y~tlcs, ~tinosplieric pressure at peak temperature, and airflow rate. l k o  
experimental cisidation etudics havc been conductcd on 11s-138 under conditions tlint 
simulated space shuttie entry c-onditions. 
i 
j 
I The f i r s t  of tlicsc scti\.ities, rcferenc*e 3-4, involvml the cyclic self-resistance 
!ica:inG of shcct spitc.inicns in a recluced-prcssure ai r  cnvironnient. The thermal 
r'yc-ie involved hc:\tinK to 1.1'77 E; (2300°1.'I, holding for 50 niin, and then cooling to 
room tcn:pcrnturc. 'l'he specsiniens underwent 100 thermal cy(-les. I'he test ntnio- 
spiicre, ;iii*, IY;IS m;iintnincul at a pressure of 1 :WI  1'3 (10 torr'i. The test  specimens 
uncierivc~nt :i m i x t : a l  thiclincss loss o f  . 00089 cm (0. 00035 in. ) ner side. i 
' 1 ' 1 ~  ,.;cv.cmcl c . f f o r t  in this a r m ,  rcferenw 3 - 5 ,  utilized an arc-jc-t to simulate 
spac'c slnct:lc, c nt I-! (x)nclilions. Shcel specimens were inso*tc.cl into a Jlnc4i t i  test 
i 
.. 
. i  
I 
I '  
. ,  
I 
. ,  
streani for 30 min and then :illowed to cool. 'Ihe test temperature was 13% I.; 
(2020°F), surface pressure was 1013 Pa (7:C; torr). After 50 30-niin cycles, the 
test specimens hiid lost .0019 cni (. 00075 in. ) of thickness per side. 
Obviously, the most conservative apprqacl- would be utilization of the irc-jet 
test data, liowever, the oxidation which occui a t  1378 ti (2020°!') was a result 
o f  a significantlv higher oxidation rate  than that which occwrred s t  tcmperatures 
of 1255 I.; (18006F) o!*  below. References 3-2 and 3-f; show that the Jxidatioii rate 
a t  1366 ti (2000°F) is double tlie rate at 1255 K (1800°F). Therefore, an oxidation 
loss allowance of .001@ cm (. 000-1 in. ) was used for the ex-te:'nal surfaccs of the 
7'15 panel. 
3 .  3. 1.3 'I'otal Allowance Required for En?ithnce & Oxic!aticm 
In sunimnry, the allowances provided are:  
i 
0 External air-passage surface (beaded sk in )  
I . : :  
- 1:mittance allowance (. 00085 cm siclei: .00051 cn1 . O W ?  in. 
. 000-1 - _.- - Oxidation allowance (. OClO cm, e-xterior): .OG100 --- 
- T ~ t a l  allowance: .00151 cm .000(; in. 
0 Internal surfaces (corrugation)' 
- I<niittance allowailce (. 00033 cm/'sidc): .00051 cm .0002 in. 
3.3 1il.Sf 41 PROPERTIES 
I{c)n< -11 is a vacuum-melted, nickel-base a l lo~ .  p m e s s i n g  esceptionallj high 
strengtth in tlic tcmperaturc range of 930-1235 I< ~ I ~ O O - I S O O " I ~ \ .  It is a precipitqtion- 
hardening a l l y ,  and i t s  strength is developed by various solutioning and aging 1ieF.t 
trcatments. - 1 1 1  properties which follow for Iten6 1 1  arc  for forging :iL 1.150 I; 
(2150°1'), age hardening at  1172 li (1650OI') for 1 hr, ancl a i r  cooling. 
3.3. 1 c'hemical ('omposition - 
0 c'hrom iuni: 18. 00-22.00. 0 'l'itnnium: 3. 00-3. :io 
0 Iron: 5.00 0 3lolylxlenum: !). 09-10. 50 
0 ('arbon: 0.05-0.12 0 :1luminur :: 1. 40-1. ti0 
0 Silicon: 0.50 0 I3oron: 0,003-0.010 
0 c'obnlt: 10.00-13.00 0 sulpllur: 0,015 
I 
I 
i 
I i 
3.3.2 Physical & Nechanical ProPerties 
~~ ~ ~~~~ 
0 Density: 8.25 g.'cu cm (. 298 Ib/cu in. ) 
0 hielting temperature: 1580 ti (2385'F) 
0 Specific heat: . l o8  cal ;$C (. 108 Btu/lb°F) 
0 Poisson's ratio (M): .31 at 300 K, .35 a t  1153 X 
0 Mean coefficient of thermal expansion vs temperature: figure 3-3 
0 Thermal conductivity vs temperature: figure 3-3 
0 Specific hr .t vs temperature: figure 3-3 
0 hlechanica.. p r v r t i e s :  The eesign mechanical properties were taken from 
reference 3-3. Table 3-2 gives the properties used in the program 
. .  . 
I 
I 
3.3.3 Establishment of Creep Allowable Stress 
The procedure for determining the Re& 41 allowable stress based on creep 
strains is identicaI to the one developed for Ha39es, which is given in para 3.2.3. 
Equations (3-1) through (3-5) are applicable to Rene' 41 with identical results. 
From reference 2-2, Yo1 II, equation 7-3, page 7-4, the following equation for creep 
strain in Rene 41 is obtained: 
I '  
, .  
1 
< I  
In € = -39.55860 + 29.13f36T + .71922 In t 
2 
+. 32125 (InG - 1.931) - .Or)OOlG Q 
3 
+. 08183 (In Q - 1. - .000125 t 0 T + .0000105 T 
where: 
c = total accumulated time at  Tmax (16.7 hr )  
T : te.iiperature, in K / l O O O  = 1144~10000 - 1.144 
, .  . .  
. .  , 
- !  
f 
Q = strain, in5 
a- stress level, in XIPa 
From equation (3-51, we obtain 
r' 
Cross-Section Depth, h, cm (in. \ "allow. ' - 
1.52 (0.6) .2R 
2.03 (0.8) .31 
2.s4 (1.0) 
I , .  
! 
. .  
* I  3- 8 
TEMPERATURE. K 
Figure 3-3. - Thermal expanuon coefficient bl, thermal conductivity (Kl, 
221 7-1OW 
and specific heat us temperature for Re& 41. 
Ft" 
F t V  
Fcv 
E 
Table 3-2. - Ran& 41 mechanical properties. 
Stress at temperature 
603 MPJ 87 4 ksi 
249 K 70'F 
1 158 MPA 168 ksi 
876 MPa 127 ksi 
931 MPa 135 kri 
218 GPa 31 600 ks* 
524 MPa 
400 MPa 
122 GPa 
76 0 ksi 
58 ksi 
17 700 t s i  
2 2 1  I-9W 
Substituting values and rearranging equation (3-6) to solve for stress, o , that 
cor:*e~ponds to e we obtain: allow. 
Cross-Section Depth, h, CRI (in. ; U , hlPa (psi) allow. 
1.52 (0.6) 62.50 (9Wi3) 
2.03 (0.8) 72.U(i (10 156) 
2.54 (1.0) 81.60 (11 832) 
3-9  
The allowable stress, therefore, within tke depth range of 1.52-2.54 cm 
i.60-1.0 in.), cac be expressed as: 
1 = 33.9 + 18.8 11 (i\lPa) 4910 + 6920 h (psi) =a HOW. c 
3.3.4 Design Allowance for Oxidation Losses 
Tne oxidation resistance of Reen6 41 i s  good up to 1255 K (1800°F). Therefore, 
the allowances required for emittance treatment were assumed to be the same as  for 
Haynes 188. The allowances (thickness increase) required are: 
0 Extern1  air-passage surfaces 
- Emittance ailowance (. 00025 cm/side): .00051 cm .0002 in. 
- Oxidation allowance (. 0010 cm, exterior): .00100 .0004 
- Total allowance: .00151 cm .0006 in. 
0 Internal surfaces 
- Emittance allowance (. 00025/side): .00051 cm (. 0002 in. 1 
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Section 4 
'ws COKCEPT SELECTIOK DESIGK 
4 . 1 .  I S,in I'nnel c'ontvpt 
~ 
l'he rtbview re;iff!rnied &:it t he  ~.orrub.ation-stiffr~n~.ci b aticd-skin c.onccipt 
offered thc most promise for a reliable, minimum-wight nic.tallic. hmt shield. 
c'onc-ept, for example, \\-as selccted bx the N~*I)onm.ll IM~iglns t'onipa.iy for their full- 
size TI1 Si-:OCr test panel after evaluatinr: var ious  alttrn:it? c-onc-epts cref. l - l G ) .  
'i'hc unstiffend Ixxided-shin c-orn-ept (ref. 1-4;) appt*:irs attr:ictivtn bet-ause o f  i t s  sim- 
plit-ity and lo\\. mqss. l i ~ w e w r .  this concept reqdiws  ;t large n u l n k r  o f  supports to 
lin.it c'reep deflrt*tions Additionally, the large bead cicpth provides a less desirable 
ac.rcxl>-namic* surfare, which ciuses ir.,.rensed heating under crossflo\v c*omlitions, 
and the unstiffcncd skin is ni~i -e  prone to flutter than a stiffcnt\d skin. 
I'his 
The  r*'*;iCtv :\Is0 substantiated the danger of ending the skin bends short of the 
p : i ~ c :  edge. 1:ie 
at t b p  head a.losc~outs after thcrm:il qcl ing.  
o (*on Bepts which ended the beads in t!iis manner dewloped c r a - k s  
t ker:iIl, ilie corrugation-stiffentd bcatlsd-skin cwnc-ept offered thc most poten- 
!i::l for :i n.inimuni-weight, rtnlinble k i t  shield. I'ht. ;idv:irltages n d  performance of 
ttit, bt.:idc*ct-skin approach ha\ e been well cst:iblishcd in many panel tests. The bends 
nhsorb 13ter:i I cspnnsion, thcreby clliminating 1:iter.iI expansion joints, and st'rvc to 
stiffcm the sl,i!i for increased flutter and bending strength:. The c.irrrug=ations provide 
an efk- ient  transfer of surfa~.e  panel loads to the stupport ribs. 
i '  
c I ._ 
I; 
I '  
'1 
0 No forward-facing steps 
1 -1 0 Each panel is individually removable 
Additionally, because the skin beads run out to the panel edge, no lateral ex- 
pansion joints are required. 
4.2 TPS COKC'EPT 
1 I .* 
The YPS considered ;\I this proqram is  a shingled, rmliative system. Heat- 
rejection rate, therefore, dependcs on tI.2 !-%. rth power of the surface temperature, 
and becomes large i f  high temperatures can be tolerated. T h u .  the intensity of heat- 
ing \\bich can be accommodated i s  limited by the teixpcrature c:ijAliity of the pz;; * 
material. 
An existing Grumnian-developed YPS designed for operation at 125 ti (1800°F) 
was sdected as a baseline design in the program. The concept, shown in figure 4-1, 
consists of a corrugation-stiffened beaded skin, insulzltio.l, and beaded support ribs. 
The corrugations are welded to the beaded skin to form an efficient panel with high 
longitudinal bending stiffeners. Applied surface-pressure loading is transferred by 
beam action to the rib supports. The supports a r e  located on 51-cm (20.0-in. ) 
centers. with an e.xpansion joint every 102 cm (40.0 in. ) to permit longitudinal growth 
of the panel. Although the panel is c-onsidered to be 102 om (40.0 in. ) long, it  is 
fined at  the center support so that a 31-cm (20.0-in. ) span expands in each direction. 
The center support rib includes a drag support to react longitudinal (drag) loads. The 
panel lateral expansion i s  absorbed by flexing of the beads in the skin. The 4- rruga- 
tions hdve little effective stiffness in the lateral direction. 
The advantage of this concept i s  that the panels are not size-limited in the 
lateral direction, and an expansion juint is required only in the longitudinal direction. 
The design also eliminates fonvard-facing steps and incorporates a simple splice of 
adjacent panels, thus facilitating panel removal and inspection. -4 mass breakdown 
for the baseline system is also shown in figure 4-1. 
4 .3  SURFACE PASEL DESiGP: 
Several surface panel configurations were c*onsidered, including trapezoidal and 
semicircular corrugation-stiffened skin, double-3ced corrugation, integrally stiffened 
plate, and honeycomb sandwich. Double-faced cor rugations and honeycomb sandwich 
designs were eliminated due to thermal s t resses  induced by the temperature gradient 
from outer to inner face sheets. Integrally stiffened plate designs were eliminated be- 
cause this approach is not mass-competitive. Another disadvantage of those designs 
whit.)! 4nt.e flat skins is the requirement for expansion joints at four edges. The semi- 
circular corrugation was eliminated bec*:iuse it i s  not as mass-efficient a s  the trapezoi- 
dal. (para 4.3.8). Ex,uninntion of the biiseline design indicated that the corrugation 
sidewalls were operating at low s t ress  levels. This resulted from the use  of one ma- 
terial thickness for the entirc cor rugation. 
To minimize corruzntion ninss, two approaches were considered: f irst ,  the use 
of one thickness ns befort- but with the addition of lighting holes; and second, the use 
of chem-milling. A weight estimate showcd t lut  holes would not significantly reduce 
Inass. hloreover, punching holes in thin-gaw mnterinl and the subsequent deburring 
would be very costly. ('hem-milling, ho\vewr, permitted the maximum elimination 
. _ _ _  
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Figure 4-1. - Grumman baseline TPS concept. 
4-3 
I .  
Differential 
pressure 
Condition Description kPa PSf 
A Boost -20.59 -430 
8 Postentry 16.76 350 
C Max maneuver 4.78 100 
0 Equil flight 2.39 50 
of unnecessary material. Moreover, since the skin/corrugations are sized to meet 
the maximum bending moment at the span center, additional weight could be saved by 
profiling the chem-mill at the span edges. Additionally, with the use of chem-milling, 
the thickness of each element of the c ros s  section could be permitted to vary for 
maximum efficiency. It was decided, therefore, to  chem-mill the test specimen. 
1.3.1 Skin'corrugation Optimization 
Temperature 
Haynes 188 Rend 41 - 
K l'F K "F 
294 70 294 70 
294 70 294 70 
1255 1800 1144 1600 
1255 1800 1144 1600 
A digital computer program was written to optimize the 51 cm (20 in.) panel. 
The program accounted for creep due to bending between supports, buckling of the 
various elements of the skini'corrugation, and flutter of the  outer skin. All design 
variables such a s  pitch, vtrious element thicknesses, and lengths were initially not 
constrained, Thus, designs which were developed within specified constraints could 
be compared with designs developed under other constraints or with designs developed 
under strength constraints only. Attachment hardware such a s  clips and rivets were 
not included in the computer program. This program, which is presented in Appendix 
A,  should not be considered as a t rue optimization program, since some of the steps 
necessary to  determine the panel cross-section with the least mass  a r e  graphical and 
require the user  to interface with the program. Furthermore, thermal stresses 
which occur due to lateral thermal expansion were not accounted for in the optimiza- 
tion program. Instead, the optimum design was checked against thickness constraints 
determined from analysis of later% 1 thermal expansion. (See Section 4.3.3. ) 
4.3.1.1 Design Loads 
The critical -airload design conditions selected are listed in tabie 4-1. 
4.3,l.  2 Safety Factors 
Design allowable stress (Fallow, ) is any of the following: 
0 Ftu/1.4 Fcreep 
0 F h . 1 5  0 Fcrel/l.4 
CY 
0 F 11.15 tY 
/1.15 
Each denominator is the appropriate factor of safety and Fcrel is the local elastic 
buckling stress. 
4.3.1.3 Critical Conditions 
~~~ ~~ 
Condition 
Element 
A B C 0 Other 
1 Buckle Creep (a) 
4 Buckle Creep 
5 Buckle Creep 
2-3 Buckle 
A preliminary analysis determined the elements critical for the designated 
conditions. These elpments are listed in table 4-2. 
4.3.1.4 Fabrication Constraints 
Section definition and properties are shown in figure 4-3. Two fabrication 
constraints which were imposed on the optimization of the surface panel (skin/ 
corrugation) are: 
0 The minimum face sheet thicknesses, tl and t,, must be .0127 cm 
(. 003 in. ) for handling considerations b, 
0 The minimum flat between beads, P-b, must be at least 1.016 cm (. 40 in. ) 
to permit attachment of the support clips 
4.3.1.5 Optimization Considerations 
It i s  generally accepted that for a nonredundant structure, such as these panels, 
the least-mass design is obtained when the applied stress in each element is equal to 
the allowable s t r e s s  for a s  many of the design conditions as possible. For example, 
element 1 of the section definition shown in figure 4-2 should be buckling-critical 
under condition B, creep-critical under condition D, flutter-critical under the design 
dynamic pressure, and yield-critical under conditions of lateral thermal expansion. 
It i s ,  however, usually not possible to satisfy all conditions. 
I 
I 
Additionally, design constraints, such as minimum-gage considerations, may 
constrain the optimum design even further. Figure 4-3 illustrates such a situation. 
It also shows that if the thickness and flat-width design constraints were neglected, 
the least-mass section occurs when the neutral axis is at the midheight of the section. 
In this case,  both the upper and lower fibers would be creep-critical, as well as 
buckling-critical, for the appropriate conditions. Addition of the design constraints, 
however, increases the mass  by a significant amount. For example, by modifying 
the neutral-asis location to 55',  of the total section height (central curve), the section 
i s  less  efficient from a strength standpoint than the previous design, but when the 
design constraints 3re considered, the acceptable section is lighter than its com- 
panion in the first case. 
I .  
Table 4-2. - Critical conditions. 
i 
I .  
I :  
i 
I . ) ;  
I ! '  
Y A  
Section definition 
P-I 
i ', 
I ,  
.. ... 
t 
I !  - 
I .  
L -4 
' I  
L _. 
,'21 7-13W Figure 4-2. - Section definition and properties. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that the least-weight, strength-constrained 
section will not necessarily be the least-weight acceptable design. 
The skin .'corrugation design equations and optimization procedure are given in 
appendix A. Also given i s  a listing of the computer program, HAYNES, developed to 
simplify selection of the optimum configuration. The optimized Haynes 188 section as 
determined by the computer program is illustrated in Figure 4-4. The section shown 
and the thickness indicated include no allowance for emittance treatment and oxidation 
losses expected during the life of the system. The production section which includes 
these allowances is given later in Figure 4-10. 
The R e n 6 l l  section a s  determined by the computer program i s  illustrated in 
Figure 4-5. The production Rene' 41 section i s  given later in Figure 4-10. 
-1.3.2 <kin Bead Flutter - ~ -  
Previous espericnce with similar designs indicated that flutter requirements 
could determine the skin thickness. The minimum required face-sheet thickness to 
prevent local flutter of thc sk in  bead was determined using the anhlysis procedure 
gi\en in refcrence 4-2. The procedure i s  summarized as follows: 
i 
. .  
- I  . 
, ,  
I .  . .  . I  
. . t i  
I 
* ,  
' I  . 
1 4 ;  
I 4 .  
- Strength constrdint 
- 
50 
h t  l b  
-0- Design constraint (min gage IL flat width! 
f-1 Acceptable design 
0 Least weight without design constraint 
Least weight. acceptable design 
Best choice 
- . 
Pitch, P 
Figure 4-3. - Schematic of least mass designs vs pitch for three neutral axis locations. 13b8-004W 
1 .'3 
tl = d g L  [ f o E  "-3 
3 9'V 
3418 kg 'mu (700 psf) at AI  - 1.3,  11 = 44-4 m (30 000 ft) qmax where 
? 
- 7080 kg m (1-150 psf) (ref. 4-2, figure 2 )  q'f,,, 
I'S 1 . 5  (ref. 4-3, para 4.5.1.3) 
L 4 8 . 5  cm (19.1 in.) 
-. 019 1.284 53 (4-2, 
l ; o t k >  that equation ( , I -? )  is an empirical fit to B , vs I.,,/\Y in ref. 4-2, where \\ . b + 2b'. 1, 
_ _  
I 
(1.50) 3 81  
- - -  - - - - - - -  - 
4- ,0138 
( .633) (.0054) 
4 
.0327 
(.0129) 
1.773 0 Mass (computer) 
4.271 kglm' 
(.8748 Ibni/ft2 1 
Dimensions cm (in.) 
1368-005W 
Figure 4-4. - Haynes 188 optimum computer section. 
k- 1.986 -4 
LO051 1 I 
b 1 . 1 1 6  -c( 
(.439) 
0 Mass (computer) 
3.865 kg/m2 
(.7916 Ibm/ft') 
0 Dimensions: cm (in.) 
Figure 4.5. - R e d  41 optimum coniputer section. 221 7-1 7W 
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Equation (4-1) was solved for both materials to pIovide a minimum thickness (or 
lower bound) for  tl. The results are presented in figure 4-6 for Haqnes 188 and figure 
4-7 for Rene 41. The curves were fitted to the empiricalequations for use in the com- 
puter program, and are: 
= .0155 @+.152) cm (tl = .0061 (b + .06) in.) for  llaynes 188 . - tl = .0198 @+. 152) cm (t = 0078 (b .+ .06) in. ) for Ren6 4 1  
1 
4.3.3 Lateral Thermal Expansion 
The lateral thermal expansion is c-nstrained by the adjacent panel, which pro- 
hibits lateral growth, and the support ribs, which prevent normal displaceinents. 
Thermal strains are absorbed by the face sheet teads  in bend'ng. The value b'10 is 
sufficiently large to avoid thermal buckling of the circular arc (rcf. 2-1). 
The edge load, P, and moment, RI (per unit length, 1) a r e  (from ref. 2-1) 
given by: 
p- -p 
-P - 
p-b + r b N  
r(p-b) + bN(; -8 ) 
2 E I ~  P =  
b3 
100 
where 
1 
, 
I . ----I - I  '-- 1 *--c 
.- .- 
I 
...-- . 
P unit length 1 
I h 10 
I -1 
I 
I \ \ 
L,J 
I 
I i 
Pmln b + 1 02 CI11 
Bl~,ll lwldftl,  I,. C l l l  (111 1 
Figuro 4.6. - Haynes 188 flutter and thermal constraints 
i 
1-10 
1.524 2.03 2.54 3.05 3.56 4.06 
(0.6) (0.8) (1 .O) :1.2) (1.4) ( 1  .S) 
I 31,s 007W 
Beamwidth, b. cm (in.) 
Figure 4-7. - Re& 41 flutter dnd thermal constraints. 
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, 
SI -0mw SI 
Max temperature I255 K 1800°F 11194 K 
- 
1600°F 
I A temperature I 1217 K I 1730°F I 1105K I 1530°F I 
1 I I I a I I 17.7 m/mlK 1 9 . 7 ~ 1 0 - ~  in.lin.PF I 15.7 m/m/K I 8.5x1m6 in.lin.fF I 
I E I 94.4GPa I 13.7x106psi I I 2 2 G P a  1 17.7x106psi I 
The maximum fiber s t r e s s  was limited to yield (0.2% permanent deformation) 
a t  peak temperature, resulting in an allowable total strain, 6 -, and comensurate - 
allowable elastic stress F ~ ~ , ~ , , .  
1.0.) Thus: 
(figure 4-8). (The factor of skfety was taken as 
T - E €  F,Ilow. 
6 = 1 3 . 7 ~  10 (. 0034) = 331 B I P a  (46 GOO psi) - Haynes 
6 
= 1 7 . 7 ~ 1 0  t.0052) 634 bIPa (92 000 psi) - Ken6 
It can be shown that the maximum bending moment, 81, occurs at  the top of the 
bead, so that: 
b 
10 
- 
h 1 . P -  -nr 
a rid 
taking 
& 3  
4 
and setting 
f = v  b allow. 
The maximum allowable tl can be obtained for given values of p and b. 
The solution of this equation i s  plotted a s  the family of dashed curves in figure 
4 - 6  for Haynes 188 material and figure 1-7 for Ren6 41. These curves define an 
upper bound for the face-sheet thickness. 
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Figure 4-8. - Haynes 188 and R e d  41 Stressstrain 
curves at elevated temperature. 
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4.3. . I  Selection of Optimum Haynes 188 Section 
The results of the optimization program for the minimum-mass section are 
illustrated in figure -1-9. It can be s e e n  that the optimum design occurred a t  a pitch 
of 3.7:; cm 11.47 in. 1. For convenience and simplicity, a panel with a pitch of 3.81 
cm (1.50 in. ) was selected for the finai design. Dimensions of the selected section, 
which define the midspan c ross  section, are also s y w n  in figure 1-9. This section 
produced 3 surface panel with a mass  of -5.27 kg ni- (0.875 lbm ft2). This section, 
however, was modified to accommodate surface emittance treatment and material 
oxidation losses during the 100-mission life. Additionally, the corrugation lower 
cap pad was sculptured to minimize mass and provide uniformity of s t ress .  The 
modified section, which was the section that was fabricated, i s  shown in Figure 
-L-lO(a). The nmss of this section, including doublers, attachment rivets, and mass 
reduction resulting from sculpturing, is 4.536 kg 'mS (. 929 Ibm ft2L Tliis new de- 
sign indicattd a 22r,. reduction in mass from the baseline panel. (See figare 4-1. ) 
-I. 3.3 Selection of Optimum I{e& 41 Section 
r -  - 
2 i  
The principal differences between Iten6 41 and Ilaj-nes 188 is that Hene 41 has 
superior mechanical properties at  room temperature and suffers less degradation in 
mechanical properties at elevated temperature bec use i ts  servic-e temperstur2 fs 
lower - 1144 li (1t;OO"F) vs 1255 K ('l800OF). .4lthough the moduli of elast ic ih  a; i' 
similar. the creep strength of Rend 4 1  at  service temperatme is typioalk, 69 A I h  
(10 000 psi)  vs 27. (i JIPd (4000 psi) for  Haynes 188. The increased creep strength 
produced hvo effects on the optimum lien641 section relative to the rlaynes section; 
the overall section height (and associated dimensions) decreased, and the width-to- 
thickness ratio for the various elements decreased. The latter effect resulted from 
satisfj-ing buckling cr i ter ia  for conditions A, B, or C ,  while also satisfying creep 
cr i ter ia  for c*ondition D. As an illustration of this effect, consider element 5. For 
a given moment of inertia and neutral axis location, condition X yields 
and condition D yields 
1. 
AI.,, - moment from applied pressure,  condition A 
) I D  moment from applied pressure,  condition D 
1 .  I and 1.15 - factors of safety 
where 
(1-1) 
buck 1 ing c. oe f fic ient 5. I- 
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Figure 4-10. - Production TPS sections. 
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Solving each equation for j;/Im and equating the results yields 
The only significant variable is Fcmep, which is about 2.5 times greater for Ren; 41 
that if the creep allowable is increased by a factor of 2.5. the value of x Ina can in- 
crease by the same amount. All  of these effects tend to reduce the overall dimen- 
sions of the Hen6 41 cross section relative to the Haynes. 
than for Haynes 188, so that for a given value of x /  
times greater than for an equivalent Haynes panel. 
(t3 'd) for Reni? is about 1. (i 
addition, equation (4-4) shows 
The Ilen; optimization results are presented in figure 4-11. Several values 
were assumed for beta. (Beta is the ratio of neutral-axis location to overall section 
height. ) Design constraints limiting the face-sheet thickness to .013 cm (0.005 in. ), 
minimum, and the flat between beads to at least 1.02 cm (0.4 in. ) are also shown. 
It can be seen that the optimyn Iten6 panel has a pitch of 1.98 cm (0.78 in. ) and an 
average weight of 3.58 lig /m- (0.734 l b m  /ft2). Details of this section a r e  presented 
in figure +12(a). The computer-designed section possesses acute angles at  the bend 
lines, making t fe  section difccult to fabricate. As a result, the section was modificd 
to that shoun in figure 1-12@). Both sections are the same escept that the ividth and 
thickness of the bottom element were altered as shown. As a result, while the 3re.i of 
the elements and nionient of inertia of the sections are identical, the buckling s t ress  o! 
the b t ton i  element is now higher and, therefore, has a pcisitive niargin of s,afety. 'l'ht. 
coniputer program sized the dimensions of the element based on buckling with zero 
niargin of safety. 
1. 3. G Comwomise Iiavnes 'Runi. optimum Section 
- 
One objective of the program was to address the problem of "interfxe" between 
metallic TPS optimized and fabricated from different metals. It was  decided, there- 
fore, that a compromise section geometry would be selected for the skin panel so that 
the Haynes and lien6 systems could be used as adjacent panels. hloreover, the use of 
one skin geometry could significantly lower fabrication and tooling costs for a flight 
vehicle. 
Since only the skin of each system interfaces at the expansion joint, the cor- 
rugation of each configuration can still be optimized independently. It can be seen 
from figure 4-9 that the pitch of the Haynes section cannot be smaller than 2.95 cm 
(1.16 in.). This is somewhat above the optimum lien; 4 1  pitch of 1.98 cm (. 78 in.) 
From a cost and mass standpoint, it is desirable to increase section pitch to reduce 
the number of clips and attaching rivets on the rib support. 1'0 identi@ a compromise 
pitch, a simplified study was conducted: it included the effects of pitch on panel mass,  
and accounted for upper and lower clip mass  for both the center and end support ribs. 
Items not included in the study because their mass  remains relatively constant with 
respect to pitch include support r ib  webs, drag brackets, miscellaneous fasteners, 
and insulation. 
The results of the study a r e  shown in figure 3-13. It can be seen that the 
Haynes 188 total mass  (panel plus clips) is minimized at a pitch of 3.91 c-m (1.54 in. ). 
The minimum-mass ltene' 4 1  panel occurs at  a pitch of 2.39 cm (0.94 in. ). 'l'he middle 
curve shows a mass-pitch curve for a SO",' Haynes 188 50",' fk*n? -11 panel mis. T h e  
i .  
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Figure 4-11. - Reni41 skinlcorrugation optimization. 
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Figure 4-12. - Rene41 section dimensions. 
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minimum composite mass occurs at a pitch of 3.58 cm (1.41 in. ). The dashed line 
connects the three calculated points and is an estimated relationship between optimum 
pitch and surface panel mass. Based on these curves, the greater density o f  Ilaynes 
186, and the desire to space an even number of corrugations across a 61-cm (24-In. ) 
span, it was decided to use a common pitch of 3.81 cm (1.50 in. ) for Ilaynes lb,; and 
I<enC 41. 
The mass penalty to the Haynes 188 design is less than .005 kg/ni2 ( . O O l  lbm/ 
ft ), or ,  about 0.17,‘. The mass penalty to the licn6 41 design is O . l G ( i  kg/’ni? (0.03 
lbni/ft2), or, about 4.05. The lien6 11 section was reanalyzed to determine the opti- 
mum section with a pitch of 3.81 cm (1.50 in. ) and a bead width of 1.99 cni (. 782 in. ). 
The analysis indicated the optimum beta to be .6l ,  which was used to determine a 
section with these two constraints. (See appendix A, figure -4-2). The resulting lien6 
41 section is shown in figure 4-12(c). The production section is shown in figure 
+lo@). This section includes thickness increases for oxidation and emittance allow- 
ance and slight geometry changes to accommodate lower-cap sculpturing. 
2 
4.3.7 Corrugation Sculpturing 
To minimize corrugation mass,  the lower horizontnl flat of the corrugation was 
sculptured to match the bending moment. Since the corrugation already included 
chem-milling, the addition of a profiled chem-mill line did not significantly increase 
fabrication costs. The profile was selected such that the area and buckling allowable 
s t ress  remained the same. (The analysis by which the profile was selected is given 
in appendix B. The profile geometry is given in appendix B, table B-1. ) 
The values for d’ (appendix B) a r e  minimums required, and these values 
generate a curved profile. The mass which could have been saved by sculpmring 
the curved profile was .168 kg/m2 (.0344 lbm/ft2) for the llaynes 188 panel and .092 
kg’m2 (. 0188 Ibm/ft2) for the Iiene‘ 41. However, a straight-line profile \vas used to 
facilitate fabrication and thereby lower the costs of chem-milling. The actual masses 
saved using a straight profile a r e  .145 kg/m2 (. 0299 lbm ’ft2) for the llaynes 188 and 
.080 kg m2 (. 0163 lbm/ft2) for the Rcn6 41 panel. 
4.3.8 Circular Corrugation Studv 
A circular corrugation-stiffened panel ivas examined as part of the panel op- 
timization effort. The circular corrugations were considered because they possess 
many of the beneficial characteristics of a trapezoidal corrugation, particularly 
flexibility transverse to the corrugations, which relieves transverse in-plane thermal 
stresses.  The circular corrugations also offer a high resistance to local buckling. 
The results of the study, in which a constant-thickness corrugation was assumed, a re  
2 shown in fi ure 4-14. ’The minimum-mass design at 5.57 kg  ’m2 (1.14 lbm ft ) is 
1.29 kg /mf (. 265 Ibm /ft2) more than the chem-milled trapezoidal corrugation. 
By chem-milling portions of the circular corrugation, some redut-tion in weight 
could probably have been achieved. However, chem-milling would have degraded the 
buckling resistance of the unchem-milled portions of the arc. 
A constant-thickness trapezoidal corrugation was also investigated in an  effort 
to provide a direct comparison between the circular and trapezoidai corrugations. 
Figure 4-15 illustrates that the minimum weight of this design is .I. !I1 kg ni2 (1.005 
Ibm./ft2), o r  about 127; lighter than the circular corrugation. 
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Figure 4-14. - Circular corrugation panel optimization. 
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I'he trnpc;loidal section i s  lighter bpL*nuse the design loads a r e  esc*lusively bend- 
ing 
niorc bending material about the neutral asis thnn the t-irc.ul:ir section. The c-ircwlnr 
l* or rug n ti on, the re fo re, \v n s e li ni i na t cd f rcm fL I. the r study . 
\\'hethcr the sections a r e  chem-milled o r  not, the trnpe7oidal set.tion provides 
. I .  3 .  9 1'1uttcr c'hc.1-k for 'I'l'STI~ Test I.:nvironnicnt -_ ~ . ~ ~- . . . __ 
:\n;ilysis hap sho\vn that the 1-urrent llaynes 188 1- . ; i t  shield panel design i s  
flutter-fret for the required shuttle orbiter design flight cnvii-onnient. 'l'he follo\ving 
:inniysis \vns pcrfotmcd to tlctcrniine if the 'l' l ' S I * l ~  testing environment is  likely to 
impow :i iiiorc severe flutter 1-equircment on the pancl. 
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' I  
I 
I 
t -2 1 
I ,  
i ,  
i, 
b 
2 . 3  31 Jf'kg (1000 Btu'lbm) I'T 
PT - '3.5 atm 
and, from refercme 4-3, for the TPSTI' area ratio A A *  - 2:):  
q ' PT - 0.03.5 
Thus, 
q - (q.'PT) PT 33.7 kPa (7G-I psi) 
and 
The outer skin over the width of one corrugation was treated as a simply supprted 
flat panel. The thickness required to prevent flutter \vas calculated using rc.!c.rcnce 
4-6; .- 
G P =  - 20 (geometry parameter) 
0.0593 -6 FP = - 3.163 x 10 (flutter parameter) 
(3%P2) fi GP2 
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For 
t -  
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E.l - . P ! )  
3 0 . 8  c n  (20.3 in. ) 
1:or cxmservatism. the modulus f @ c  
b,wnd:iry in figure 4-1ti: E = 33.7 G P n  (13.6 x 10'; psi). Thus, for the Ilnynes l** 
panel, t 0.01 cm (. 0034'7 in. ). 
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This thickness is  W", of the .OlO-cni (. 0058-in. design thickness. c'onversely, 
the value of q/beta required in the TPSTF to cause the panel to flutter \vas calculated 
to be 40.1 kP:i (835 ysf) .  Therefore, the panel should be flt!ttei--free when tested a t  
the selected conditions in the TI'STF. 
'I'he lkw6 41 p:incl i s  cqmsed to a lowcr y beta in the 'I'l%'I'l:, nml the niodulus 
a t  teniperaturc is K1-eittt.r than that for l1:iyiies 188. 
which has the sanie aspect ratio and greater thic-kness. should tw Icss susc*eptlble to 
flutter in the 'I'lWrlJ than the II;iynes panel. 
'I'hereforc.. thc I{~VI;  .I1 ynnc.1, 
4.3.10 Surface I'nnel I'hcrnifll-Stru~~tural Annlysis 
-- _ _ _ _ ~ . _  - - ._ - ___-- - 
An analysis W:IS perforined on t h  I l a ~ n e s  18s p:int\l to determine if the voniSina- 
tion of thermally inducwi s t resses  and s t r e s ses  due to iiet-odynaniii~ lo:dings would 
c x w d  allowable s t resses  in the surface panel. Six load csonditions were identified 
and examined. k'ivc of the tsonditions, designated design conditions A through E:. were 
obtained froni the shuttle orbiter boost and entry trajectories. The sixth condition 
represented :i pivdic-ted test environment in thc. 'I' PSI' 13.. 
4.3.10.1 Xlissim 'l'rajectories 
.A typical shuttle orbiter niission is divided into four phases: boost, orbit, 
entry, and postentry. Significant heating eflects 1vhic.h could i-ause temperature 
gradicnts and resultant thcr-mal stresses can wcur only during boost. entry, nnd 
postentiT. when the panel surface experiences aerodynamic hc at inputs. During orbit. 
only solar heat il;puts, which are not sigcificant, a r e  experienced. 'I'he only impact 
of the on-orbit mdition is to determine the initial temperature a t  the start o f  entq-. 
Simihrly, the panel experleiices signific.ant aerorlynmiic loadings only during h o s t ,  
entry, and postenti? 
used for pnnel desisn. ) 
(k'igures 2-4 mid 2-1 show the boost nnd entry trajectories 
4 .3 .10 .2  Ileat Inputs 
1:ipwes 4-17 and 4-1s show the nerodynaniic heat inputs to the panel surface 
during boost and entry, respectively, resulting from these trajectories. The heating 
is defined on the basis of :in effectivr boundary-layer temperature (recovery temper- 
ature) : i id  :I cwnwxtivc heat-transfer coeffic*ient. The r*on\vx*tion (-ocfficient \vas ob- 
tained using R modified \'an Ih-icst method for turbulent flow over a flat plate. 
heat flus fs cn1culatt.d a s  
I'hc 
9 
where 
q heat f lus  
t 
! j  
i l  
i - 1  
.. I 
! 
i 
I .  
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Figure 4-17. - Boost heating profile. 
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4.3.10.3 Temperature Analysis 
A thermal model of the structure wds made to determine temperature distribu- 
tions in the surface-panel structure. This model consisted of  four elements. as shown 
in the insert of figure 4-19. C'onluc:tion, convection, m d  r3di:ition behvten the ele- 
ments \vas considered. 'lhc in-house transient teniperaturo analysis program using 
finite-difference techniques was employed to evaluate the differential equations which 
represent the thermal model. 'lhe output of the computer program is shown in the 
transient temperature response of the surface-panel elements to the boost and entry 
heating inputs in figures 4-1!1 and 4-20 for the llaynes 1Sd design s h w n  in figure 
4-10. A panel surface emissivity of 0.8 \vas assumed in these analyses. 'The entry 
maneuver \v3s assumed to s tar t  with an initial temperature o f  200 E; (-lOO°F). which 
is thc temperature resulting from a 3  on-orbit c-old-soak. Shuttle orbiter studies 
have identified this as the initial oondition that produc-es the most severe thermal 
stresses during entry. 
of significance to the Ilaynes 18s panel d x i n g  an orbiter mission. 
Yigures 1-19 and 4-20 contain all the temperature gradients 
589 
t 
I 
2217 
1.3.10. 4 TPSTV 'l'cst Conditions 
The test article \vas also checked for the hciting :ind pressure environment of 
the TPST 1:. The Tl%Tl*' heating inputs assumed a three-step simulation of thc initial 
portion of the entry trajectory. It  was assumed thnt the minimum h a t i n g  at  startup 
of the TMTF is the lower-left corner of the operating cnvclope for the ' l * l 3 ' l ' I ~ ,  
which is shown In figure 4-16. This condition gives a heating rate  t-onsistent with a 
radiation equilibrium tempcraturc of 711 I.; (820°1') nnd :I s u r h w  cmissivit\. of 0.8, 
and results in an initial heating rate of 11 :I49 \ \  ni2 (1.0 I 3 t u , / s c v  ft'). 'I'hc thrcc- 
t .  
step heat input variation assumed for the TPSTF test condition is shown in figure 4-21. 
The temperature response of the surface panel to the TPSTF heating was computed 
using the heating input and the same four-element thermal model employed previously. 
The results for the Haynes 188 panel are shown in figure 4-22. 
4.3.10.5 Selection of Critical COI '?om 
The next step in the analysis was to determine at which times during the trajec- 
tories the maximum thermal stresses occur. Only thermal s t resses  resulting from 
gradients within the surface panel were considered. The thermal s t ress  analysis 
performed used simple bending theory and assumed that the panel w a s  free to expand 
in the direction parallel ta the corrugations. The panel was also free to bow up be- 
tween end supports without incurring any significant bending moments at the end sup- 
ports. Thermal stresses,  therefore, a r e  produced only when the temperature gradi- 
m t  through the  depth of the panel cross  section i s  nonlinear. The thermal s t resses  
i 
Time lrorn start 01 entry.  SR' 2217-33W 
Figure 4-20. - Panel temperature response, entry heating, cold start. 
- 
I 
I 
' I  
produced will be iil a dirocuon paratiel LO the corrugations. Therefore, they are 
coincident with the bending stresses produced by surface pressure on the panel. It 
can be seen by examining figures 4-19 and 4-20 that significant gradients exist only 
during the following time intervals: 
e Boost phase (condition A): 90 through 160 sec 
e Entry phme (condition E): 60 through 170 sec 
e Postentry phase (condition B): 1700 through 2100 sec 
During the other times, the temperature gradients within the surface panel a r e  
considerably smaller and are, therefore, not of interest. 
4.3.10. G Determination of Element Stresses 
The thermal-stress model consisted of a simple finite-element representation 
of the panel cross section, as shown in the insert in table 4-4. The appropriate co- 
efficient of expansion, Young's modulus, areas, and temperatures were determined 
for each element, and were inputted to a transient-temperature structural analysis 
computer program which determined the stress level in each element. This analysis 
136.2 x 10' 
( 1  2.0) 
113.5 
I1 0.0) 
22.7 
(2 0) 
0 1 00 200 300 3 00 500 600 700 
Time, zec 
Figure 4-21. - TPSTF heatup simulation. 
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Figure 4-22. -- Panel temperature response, TPSTF heating. 
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was performed for the times during the boost and entry trajectc. es that were previ- 
ously identified as having significant temperature gradients. The results of this 
analysis are shown in figure 1-23 for 90 through 160 sec for boost, figure 4-21 for 
60 through 170 sec for entry, and figure 4-25 for 1900 through 2100 sec for postentry. 
Figures 4-23, 4-24, and 4-25 show the stress in each element of the ci-oss-section 
v s  time. 
Examination of these figure, indicates a fluctuation of stress as the transient 
temperature gradients change wit., 'me. Froni each figure, times \vhich produced 
the largest thermal stress and which \vould comtiine nith the stresses due to aero- 
110.1 
(16 000) 
82.7 
( 12 000) 
1368-01 4W 
-. 
Time from launch. st'c 
1-33 
dynamic pressui 8 loadings (conditions A through E) were selected. 
are listed in  table 4-4. A s  can be seen, conditions C and D do not have thermal 
stresscs bccause they are niasimum-temperature conditions. A t  masimuni tempera- 
ture,  the thermal gradients in the panel a r e  very small because almost constant heat- 
ing conditions mist, and the strong radiant heat interchange between the panel ele- 
ments reduces temperature differences to small values. 
These t imes 
i i  ... . , 
, .  
i : i  
The maximum gradient during the TPSTF heating occurred at 10 sec after the 
start  of heating. This condition produced the largest thermal s t ress  in the panel for 
the test condition. The thermal stresses are shown in table 4-t. 
-1.3.1C. 7 Combination of Aero & lhermnl  Stresses 
The s t resses  due to aerodynamic loadings were determined for the main bend- 
ing clements of the surface panel, that is, the skin bead and the lower flange. Esami- 
nation of table -1-4 shows that significant thermal s t resses  occurred only during con- 
ditions A. R.  E:, and T E T F .  Conditions C and D were not considerer because the 
thermal s t resses  a r e  essentially zero. The loads for condition A, B, L ,  and TPSTF 
are tabulated in table 1-5 for the time periods during which thermal s t resses  a r e  
significant. 
4.3.10.8 Check of Skin Bead Stresses ' ' i t  
L. . 
'The critic.al loading condition for the skin bead is compression. The method 
of analysis is snoivn in the following example for condition B. Olily the Haynes 138 
panel was checkcd. It was felt that checking the Ren6 41 panel was not necessary 
since the lien6 41 panel section has lower bt't 's, greater modulus, and greatel c w e p  
a 1 low& le s . 
55 1 
" 
0 40 60 80 1 00 120 140 160 180 
Ttmr: from start of e n t r y .  5cc 
Figure 4-24 - Start of entry, condition E. 
I 
1-3 1 
4.3.10. S. 1 ('heck of Skin Bead. Condition B 
- s = . !IO3 c m  (. 355~; in. ) 
4 1 
- . l o 0  ciii (. 9024 in. ) *SA 
r ' -  - R 'I 
I 'L-f-J 
For PH - 14.8 kPa (310 psf) at la30 sec 
1 6 . 2  kPn (338 psf) at 1900 sec 
16.8 k Pa (350 psf) at 2000 sec9 
A1 A 
.'.1 1 7  oow 
. .  . 
'6000) i 
27.6 
(40001 
13 8 
2000 1 
0 
-138 
I 70001 
- 2 1  6 
( 4000) 
1 800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100 
Tinits from s t a i t  of u i i t a y .  sec 
Figure 4-25. - Postentry, condition E. 
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The bending moment at midspan is: 
RI 2 16.6 K e r n  (147.3 in. -1b) at 1850 sec 
18.1 N- m (160. ti in. -1b) at 1900 sec 
- 18.8 N o m  (lG(i.3 in. -1b) at 2C)oo sec (see Appendix A ,  page A-1) 
and the bending stress is: 
159 RlPa ( ( iG 620 psi) at  1900 sec 
- 176 RIPa (66 990 psi) at  2000 sec 
The stresse, due to aerodynamic and thermal loads a r e  each plotted in figure 
4-26(b) for 1850, 1900, and 2000 see. The total of these s t resses  a r e  also plotted. 
Csing 2-1 '2-deg increments for 8 (except the last increment, which i s  2. (i deg), the 
average total s t r e s s  a t  2000 sec for the skin is: 
- { 2.5[ 26.5  26.0 ? t i .  25.4 , 25.4 A 24.1 . 24.4 - 23.2 
9 2 2 - 
23.2 . 21.9 
*> 
.d 
21.9 . 20.5 
2 
1 
1 [17.R 15.6] 1 - 
2 22. ti 2. G 
- f a t  2000 sec - 152.3 RIPa (22 100 psi) 
Similarly , 
f at 1900 sec -- 137.2 AIPa (19 900 psi) 
f a t  1850 sec - 133 NPa (19 300 psi) 
- 
1.3.10.8.2 Check of Ruckling, Condition I3 
where 
.22E [1.3 (b t 3  z )  
t - .013 cm (.0051 in) 
20.5 18.9 
2 
(Appendix A, page A-1) 
b - 1.98 cm (.782 in.) 
z - .152 cm (.06 in.) 
i 
Cond 
A 
8 
- 
c 
D 
E 
E 7 1.05 235.8 GPa at  2000 sec, T 255 K (O°F) 
Design pressure 
Pressure at timea Time, for condition 
sec 
kPa PSf k Pa PSf 
90 260. 90 125. 4 3  
1 00 190. 40 9 1 .  1 9  
110 13 9 290 140, 25 6 7 .  1 7  
120 110, 20 5 3 .  96 
1850 310, GO 14 8, 2 9 
1900 16 8 350 338. 9 5  162, 3 5 
.2000 350, 260 16.8. 124 ' 
Tht'r mal stressc5 dre tiegligiblt~ 
78 4.79 1 00 0 
- .9G 235.8 GPa at  1900 sec, T 1 3 3 3  I( (140'1.') 
2.53b TPSTF I 10 
- .88 235.8 GPa at lh50 sec, '1' 2 422 K (3,,o0F) 
52 9" 8 
- . - . - . - . 
I- 
I 
I *  
1 
Therefore, 
1 8 i . 2  
allow. 152.3 181.2 PIIPa, 1s - . I 8  at 2000 set:, I+. 
l ( i 5  7 
137.2 165.7 MPa, AIS I- -1 - .20 at 1900 sec, F,, lo,v 
151.9 
Fa 11 t m. 133.0 151.9 M P ~ ,  nIs - -1 .14 at 1850 sec,  
1 . 3 . 1 0 . 8 . 3  Check of Skin Bead, Condition A - Figure 4-2Ci(a) shows similar results 
for the loadings of c-onditior, A, obtained by the same method of analysis used  for 
~*ondition . '.'ombined stresses a re  examined between 90 and 120 sco for this case, 
since i t  can be seen by examining figures 2-4, 4-19, and 4-23 that pi !or to 
thc thcrmal s t resses  ii: the  skin bead a re  small, and that nr,cr 120 sec (when the 
masimum compressive thermal s t ress  exists in the skin bead), the thtarmal s t resses ,  
aerodynamic pressures, and temperatures a r e  decreasing. The average tot3' 
s t resses ,  nllowables, and margins for condition X a re  given in table 4 4 .  
scc 
, 
, -  
i 
Total stress 
-. - Aei o s t r w  
- _ _ _ _  Thermal stless 
- t - Tension - ~ Compreslon 
. I  
Angle 0 ,  deg 
(a1 Condition A 
- 1- -- -- 
. 
! 
19 15 2 0 25 
Aiqli: / / ,  deq 
(b) Condition €3 
Fqure 4-26. - Bead aerodynamic and thermal stresses. 
I 
-&. . 
- 790 Pa (1S.S psf) p H  
i’ 0.0381 m (1.50 in. ) 
\ i  - .885 N- m (7.8 in. -1b) !See Appendia 11, page A-1 ) 
Combiniw with thc ninximuni thermal stress of -11.6 h1P.t (-16 860 psi): 
I ’  
I 
- ‘1.14 hi!% 120 7 - 0  psi, 1 (196,003 IIh) -013 h l O \ \ .  -22 1.r [ 1.3 (1.98 - -152) 
- ~ - -  I “ -I - -16 (ample) 
124 I,! S 
1.3. IC). 9 Check of Lower Flange Stresses 
Thc I )u er :13%c i s  31SO critical in compression, w k n  combined thermal anc! 
aerodynan- ic lo.ic!ings are considered. Compressive stresses in the lo\\ er fl3rqc 
occur when reve?-Ped (negative) aerodynamic pressures arc applied, which can only 
occur durilq widitinns A and B. Condition B has negligible thennd conrpressise 
stres-es in the 1 . \ . L b r  flange; therefore, only condition A wks csaminecl for combined 
loading- . 
I.:. 10.9.1 Chc& o f  Stresses, Condition A 
p 3.81 an (1.50 in.) 
Time. 
90 
100 
110 
120 
98(: -- 
hl - -2.1: K- m (-19 in. -1b) a t  100 sa. (see Appendix A, page A-1) 
JI 7 -1.34 E;- nl (-11.9 in. -Ib) at  110 sec 
1 
, M s  
361 190 -131 - 1 9 m  162 -23 540 .24 
436 325 - I  14 -16 500 -149 -21 660 .31 
581 585 -105 -15 250 -124 -18028 .18 
Temperature Arq stress in bead Allowable stress 
K "F lupa psi llllpa Psi 
514 465 -1 13 - 16 403 -136 -19 rm .21 
-2.15 (9.03) 
-x - -19.41 R l k  (2815 psi) at 100 sec - 
'b INA -100 
- -12.10 AlPa (1755 psi) at 110 sec 
Adding maxinum thermal compressive stresses : 
at 100 sec = -33.78 JIPa at 297 K (4300 psi at 75OE') (table 4 4)  
at 110 sec - -40.67 JIPa a t  308 K (-5900 psi at 95OE3 
- 33.78 - 19.41 - 53.19 MPa (7715 psi) at 100 sec 
- 40.6': - 12-10 - 52.77 AlPa (7655 psi) at 110 sec 
ftotal 
i t ?  
* f  . .  
! 
3.62E \;) 
- (appendix A, page A-2, element 5) 
allow. 1.4 F 
ai low. E' .185 G 1% (2t; 855 psi) 
4.3.10.9.2 
pressive thermal stress in the lower flange was 35.1 A I  k (5100 psi) a t  near-room 
temperature with no aerodynamic load, which gave an ample margin. Temperatures 
not reached until after 150 sec in condition E:. By this time, the thermal s t ress  in the 
lower flange had become tension. 
Check 3f Stresses - C'ondition E - For condition E:, the maximum coni- 
wfhich would have reduced the allowable s t ress  significantly in the lower flange were 
._ . 
- 3  
. .  
I 
{ : '  
I "  
1 4  
1- IO 
IJ 
! ’  
t 
1.3.10.9.3 Check of Stresses, TPSTF Condition - No reverse pressure condition w s  
specified for the TPSTF. The thermal stress in the lower f lame i s  well within the 
ailowable since the temperature was lo\\. at the time of maximum stress, which 
occurred a t  10 sec. 
1.4 ESPASSIOh’ JOIKT SPLICE JOINT DESIGNS 
1. 4.1 Panel Expansion Joint 
Because the surface panel e.xpands during heating, an expansion joint is re- 
q’ fred at the panel edge to permit relative motion of adjacent panels without allowiug 
leakage of boundary layer air. Leakage of high-enthalpy a i r  is undesirable for h v o  
reasons: it reduces the effectiveness of the insulation system in protecting the pri- 
mary structure, and i t  can cause severe local overheating where the leakage wcurs .  
Each 50.8-cm (20.0-in. ) section of the Haynes 188 panel expands about .81 cni (. 3:; 
in. ) at 1253 K (18000F). The Rcn; panel expands about .71 c-m (. 28 in. ) at 1114 K 
ltiOOOI-% This :imount of motioa must be accommodated in  the presence of some 
amount of overall panel bowing due to temperature gradients during heating trsnsirnts 
After reviewing various concepts (subsection 4.2) the overlapping-shingle con- 
cent was selected for the espansion joint, using a 1. ci0-c.m (. ri3-in. ) overlap. Bt 
cause adjacent skins a r e  mounted a t  the same height, a one-skin-thickness inter- 
ference iv3s developed at the faying surface to minimize leakage. Additional thermal 
protection was provided by packing the expansion cavity with microquarti. insulation. 
(The expansion joint is shown in appendis E, drawing AD1001-100. ) The design offers: 
maximum simplicity (few parts), unrestrained panel edges, and m fonvard-facing 
steps. I.’inally, each panel is individually removable. 
4 . 1 . 2  Panel Center ,Joint 
Both 51-cm (20-in, ) panels meet at the center support rib. t\ simple Inp joint 
was used bec.tuse no espansion 0c’t‘;lrs a t  this point. The forward pailel <,verl:ips the 
aft panel by . ti5 cm (. 25 in. ), producing an aft-facing step. Attachiiicnt rivet-; clamp 
each panel firmly down. providing a simple and effective seal. 
1. I .3 I’ancl Edge Splice .Joint 
Since all lateral expansion is absorbed by the skin beads and corrugation, panel 
width i s  limited only by fabrication and assembly considerations. The spli1.e joint 
consists of a simple lap of adjacent panels at  the flat between beads. A lonsitudinal 
row of rivets is employed to connect adjacent panels. 
The support rib v u s t  tranFfer aerodynamic pressure and panel inertial loads 
to 1’ vehicle primary structure, while causing a minimum heat short .  Two types 
of s..Qports a r c  used: a flexible one at  the expansion joint, and n fixed type where 
two adjacent panels butt, which is called a center support rib. (See fiLut’e 4-1). 
Several of the support rib concepts shown in figures 4-27 through 4 4 1  were 
considered. ’1’0 simply mass comparisons between these designs, the following p a n -  
meters were fixed: standoff height, I). 22 cm (3.63 in. ); web thickness, 0 . 2 3  c*ni 
(. 010 in. ); and upper and lower clip thickness, .lll cm (. 04.1 in. ). 
1- 11 
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FigUte 4-28. - Modified baseline rib Woncapt. 
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The baseline support rtb design is shown in figure 4-27. The design is heavy 
with a mas8 of .877 kg/m2 (.1796 lbm/f@). Additionally, undesirable heat shorts 
to the primary structure result from the large number of fasteners required. A 
modifled concept, with half the number of fasteners to the primary structure, is sbwn 
In figure 4-28. The des employs lightening holes, a d  shows a mass  reduction of 
pursued because the mass was not promising. Figure 4-30 illustrates a trussed-rib 
concept with a relatively low mass. Forming of the tight radii, however, would be 
difficult without cracking the flanges. Additionally, the thin sectione are prone to 
buckle during flexing. 
.093 kg/m2 (. 019 Ibm/R T ). Figure 4-29 illustrates a truss concept, which was nd 
These potential difficulties led to the selection of the concept shown in figure 
4-31, The configuration is something between a full web a d  a truss. The lower 
arch8 have adeqmte radii so that flange cracking is eliminated. The beads serve 
to eliminate thermal stm8ses and provide vertical stiffness. Heat shorting is reduced 
from that of the baseline 8ssil4g since lower attachments occur at a 7.62-cm (3. bin. i 
pitch instead of 3.81 cm (l. 50 in. ). To further mlnimbe heat shorting, . 32-m 
(. 125-in. ) thick insulating washers, fabricated from a glass-reinforced silicone 
laminate, insulate the lower clip from the aluminum primary structure. 
reduction from the baseline design. Detail analyses of the Haynes 188 d Re& 
4 1  support ribs are given in appendices C and D, respectively. Production drawings 
are given in appendices E and F. 
With  a 111188s of .657 kg/m2 (.135 lbm/ft2(, this design provides a 25% weight 
9.22 
I t3.63) , 
I' 
--- + , 
1368029W 
Figure 4-31. - Modified web &ncept. 
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4.6 DRAG SUPPORT DESlGN 
Because tbe support-rib standoffb cannot react loads parallel to the skin 
corrugations (in the longitudinal or drag direction), a drag support is employed at 
30.48-m (12-in.) intervals along the center support to react these loads. The drag 
support consists of two bent-up channels riveted to each side of the center support rib 
whlch stabilizes the channels. The cha~~~?lS  pick up the surface-panel screws in 
their normal location. The drag load Ls transferred to the primary structure by four 
screws at the bottom of the channels. Insulattng washers are ussd under the lower 
clip to minimize heat shorting, (The detail analyses of the supports is given in  
appendices C and D. Detail dimensions are given ln appendicee E and F.) 
4.7 THEfUbIAL INSULATION SYSTEM DESlGN 6 ANALYSB 
The insulation system providee the main barrier to radiative heat transfer from 
the hot surface pawl to the vehicle prlmary structure. The primary objective of the 
insulation design program was to develop the lowest-maes system which would with- 
stand the thermal, cold-soak, and vibration environments associated with the design 
entry trajectory. 
Only commercially available nomumtic materials were considered. The insula- 
tion for the baseline system used for comparison in this study is a homogeneous 
blanket of S6-kg/m3 (3.5-lbdfG) Microquarte ertclosed in a bag of resistance-welded 
Inconel foil. The purpose of the bag was to protect the blanket from excessive 
moisture absorption and damage during handling. Hawever, since the foil bags must 
be vented, their use seems questionable. The bags are costly to fabricate and add 
1.56 kg/m3 (0.32 lbm/ft3) to the total TPS mass. For these reasons, and those out- 
lined in subsection 2.5, protective foil bags were not included in the insulation system 
design. FWther modifications to the baeeline system which were considered are: 
(1. I-lbm/fs) 
0 The use of lower-density high-temperature insulation: 17. 6-kg/m3 
0 A composite of low-density insulation (TG 15000) and Microquartz 
0 The use of metal foil radiation barriers in fibrous insulation 
4.7.1 Insulation System Comparisons 
The initial comparison of the efficiencies of the insulation candidates was made by 
compariag the density-condutivity ( P k) product. For the transient heating of 111 
insulated structure, it can be shown that the insulation weight required for a given heat 
input is proportional to the square root of the product of P k &or the insulation. 
The materials chosen as candidates for comparison with 56-kg/m3 (3.51 bm/ft3) 
0 Astroquartz - 17.6 kg/m3 (1.1 lbm/ft3) density, a high-purity silica 
i 
! Microquartz, manufactured by the Johns Mamdlle Corp., are: I 
! 
i fibrous felt, flber diameter = 7 microns, maximum temperature of 1644 k (25000F), manufactured by j. P. Stevens and Co., New York, N. Y., thermal 
properties obtained from reference 4-7 
4-45 
0 TG 15000 1 6  kg/m3 (l. 0 lbm/ft3) density, a silicone-resin-bonded fibrous 
felt, fiber diameter = 1.0 micron, maximum temperature of 644 K (700°F), 
manufactured by HITCO-Defense Products Mvision, Gardena, Cal., thermal 
properties obtained from reference 4-8. This material was c h s e n  to be 
used ln conjunction with a high-temperature insulation in a composite 
0 Radiation barriers - The use of thin metal foils inserted in 56-kg/m3 (3.5- 
lbrn/fts) Zlicroquartz and 17.6-kg 'm3 (1. l-lbm'fts) Astroquartz was in- 
vestigated. Aluminum, nickel, and platinum foils .0006 cm (. 00025 in. ) 
tVck were considered. This gage was the thinnest commercially available 
and could be readily handled. The foil density was two foils per cm (five 
per inch), and the emissivity of the foils varied from .05 to .80. The 
methods used to analyze the performance of the foils are presented in appen- 
dix G 
Figure 4-32 shows the Pk product of the candidate insulations without radiation 
fo€ls at 1.0 atmosphere. From this comparison it can be seen that RIicroquartz is the 
most efficient at temperatures above 644 k (7000F). At temperatures below 644 K 
(7000F) TG 15000 is most efficient. This suggests that a composite composed of TG 
15000 on the cool side and BIicroquartz on the hot side would result in a weight reduc- 
tfon when compared to a homogenous Microquartz or Astroquartz package. 
Figure 4-33 shows the P k product for Microquartz and Astroquartz with metal 
foilp inserted a s  radiatic. '>arriers. The results reveal two significant facts: the 
emissivity of the foils m i s t  be kept low ( a .05) to effect a significant reduction in 
(700OF). 
P k, and the foils are advantageous, €n insulations of this deusity, only above 644 k 
The oxidizing environment ti, which the TPS insulation would be expow d results 
in the nickel foils having an  emissivity of 0.5 or higher (ref 4-9). Examination of 
figures 4-32 and 4-33 indicates that emissivities of 0.5 o r  higher result in no reduction 
in pk; therefore, the use of nickel foils is not advantageous. Aluminum foilocan be 
eliminated since it has a maximum temperature capability of only 700 K (768 F). 
Platinum foils appear effective; however this material is considered too exotic and 
expensive. The conclusion drawn from this investigation is that for the applications 
considered herein, the use of metal-foil radiation barriers is not a cost-effective 
way to improve 'insulation performance. 
Design heating trajectory 14040 (subsection 2.2) was used to estimate the 
amount of insulation required for the Haynes 188 panel with an equilibrium temper- 
ature of 1255 K (1800°F). The heat input and pressure vs time for this trajectory 
are presented in table 4-7, The thermal cri teria requirements specified a 322 K 
(1200F) initial temperature a t  the start of entry and a 450 K (350OF) maximum tcm- 
perature on a structural mass  equivalent to a 0.5-cm (0.2-in. ) thick aluminum plate 
with an adiabatic backface. The heating rates shown in table 4-7 were used as  the 
boundary conditions of n thermal model which included the  metallic surface panel, 
the insulation layer, and the structural heat-sink mass. These heating rates produce 
a maximum surface temperature of 1255 K (18000F) for the Haynes 188 panel. 
The properties of the insulation materials used a r e  shown in figures 4-31, 
, -:G, and 4-36 for Illicroquartz, Astroquartz, and 'TG 15000, respectively. The data 
were obtained from references 4-7, 4-8, and 4-10. 
' P  . .  
' I  
I .-, 
f i  
L. I 
i 
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r 
I '  
(-500) (500) 4 1000) (1  500) (2000) 
1 368-0 16W Tnlea"* K ( O F )  
Fig re 4-32.-Density-conductivity product VI temperature at 1 .O atm. 
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- 3.5 Ibm/ft3 Microquartz - - - 1.1 Ibm/ft3 Astroquartz 
Ni =Nickel toil, 2 foils/an (5 foildin.) 
Pt =Platinum foil, 2 foils/cm (5 foils/in.) 
1368-01 7W 
-22 255 533 81 1 1089 1367 
Tmean* K (OF) 
(-5001 (01 (500) (1000) ( 1 500) (2000) 
Figure 4-33. - Effect of radiation foils on density condimivity product M temperature at 1.0 atmosphere. 
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Table 4-7. - Haynes 188 and Rend 41 TPS dmign trajectory heating and prwure history. 
Pressure 
Time, 
,et Pa Torr 
0 0.002 1 . 5 ~  1 O 5  
2 0 0  .024 1.8~10' 
400 667 5 
600 933 7 
800 1466 11 
1000 2533 19 
1200 3333 25 
1400 3466 26 
1500 3600 27 
1600 3866 29 
1800 4266 32 
2000 8666 65 
2200 101 324 760 
Haynes heating rate 
~ ~ ~~~ 
Wlm2 Btu/secf? 
0 0 
11 349 1 .o 
62 419 5.5 
113 489 10.0 
111 219 9.8 
106 679 9.4 
74 902 6.6 
29 507 2.6 
57 879 5.1 
27 237 2.4 
3404 .3 
0 0 
0 0 
~~~~ ~ 
Rend heating rate 
0 
7944 
45 396 
78 308 
76 038 
73 698 
52 205 
20 428 
40 856 
21 563 
2269 
0 
0 
BtuIsec f? 
0 
.7 
4 .O 
6.9 
6.7 
6.5 
4.6 
1.8 
3.6 
1.9 
.2 
0 
0 
2 2 1 7 4 6 W  
To simplify comparison, the amount of insulation required for the candidate in- 
sulation systems was initially determined without including the effect of the heat leak 
through the panel support attachments. The results for the baseline blicroquartz 
system and three other candidate insulation systems are shown in table 4-8, items 1 
through 4. 
4.7.2 Insulation System Selection 
Comparison of items 1 through 4 in table 4-8 shows that the composite system 
of hlicr uartz and TG 15000 (item 4) is the lightest. The mass of the system is 
mass reduction. This system, therefore, was selected for use on the test specimens. 
This system and the baseline system were reanalyzed to correct for the heat-shorting 
effects resulting from the metal supports. These data a r e  shown a s  items 5 and 6 ,  
table 4-8. The difference in  mass  remained .29 kg 'm2 (. 06 lbm 'ft2). The effects of 
local hot spots a t  the panel support attachments and lateral conduction effects in the 
primary structure were not included in the analysis. 
. 29  kg/m (3 (. 06 Ibni 'ft2) leas than the baseline system (item l), and represents a loa 
The insulation and support r ib  dimenstons corresponding to item 6 a r e  shown 
in figure 4-37 for the Hayiies 188 panel. Note that the distance between the primary 
structure and the corrugation bottom is 5.7 c m  (2.25 in. ), which is .63  cm (. 25 in. ) 
o r  105 less than the required 6.4 cm (2.5 in. ). The 10% compression of the insula- 
tion has an insignificant effect on the thermal properties and provides better reten- 
tion of the insulation blanket. The compression also compensates for the slight 
shrinkage which occurs after repeated high-temperature exposure. 
The heat input and pressure time for the design of the Re& 31 insulation sys- 
tem is given in table 4-7. The heating rate  produces a maximum surface temper- 
ature of 1134 K (lBOO°F). The same insulation concept used on the Haynes 188 panel 
was used on the lic& 41 panel, resized to  the lower surface temperature/heat load 
requirements. The dimensions of the Ren6 41 system a re  shown in figure 4-38. 
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Figure 4-35. - Thermal conductivity vs temperature and pressure of 17.6-kg/m3 
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Microquartz. 
l.l-lbm/ft3) Astroquartz (ref. 4-71. 
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Figure 4-36. - Thermal condr;ctivity YS temperature and pressure of 
16-kg/m3 (l.0-lbm/ft3) TG 15000 (ref. 4-81 
4.7.3 Effects of Pressure Environment on Insulation Performance 
Since insulation performance is a function of pressure, the effects of operating 
an  all-hlicroquartz system (item 5, table 4-8) at a pressure of one atmosphere was 
i' 3mputed. Item 7 of table 4-4 shows that 7.4 cm (2.92 in. \, a 28.65,' increase in in- 
sulation, i s  requ' -ed to maintain a 450 K (3500F) primary structure temperature. 
Alternately, item 8 shows that i f  the 5.77-cm (2.27-in. ) thickness is maintained, the 
primary structure would reach 486 Y (415OF) a t  the increased preisure.  Thus, the 
pressure for which an insulation system is designed :.nd the pressure at which the 
system is tested can have a significant effect on the performance of the system. 
I 
i 
t 
I 
4 
I 
Both test specimens were fabricated assuming a reduced-pressure environment. I 
i 
4.8 COXCEPT RIASS BREAKDOWK 
I 
The unit maw3 breakdown of the original baseline design and the new -1aynes 188 
design 19 given in table 4-9. The first  column gives the estimated mass of the origi- 
nal s y s a m .  The second column gives the unit mass breakdown of the new design 
, ,  
I .  
, A   
Lased on domina1 material thicknessee. The reductions i n  mass  of the new design a r e  
25';;' for the s1:;face panel, 50';; for the support structure, and 40':; for the insulation. 
This results in  an overall 35.45 reduction In mass  from the baseline design. rhe 
most significant reductions appear for the skin, where the thickness decrense\i from 
.025 cm (. 010 in. ) to .0145 cm (. 0057 in. ): the support structure, whtxe mass  re- 
ductions were achiaved by reducing the number of lower clips nnd attaching ha idware; 
1-51 
Table 4-8. - Haynes 188 insrllstion system mass comparisons 
Insulation 
mass 
Press. 
2.92 
2.27 
Insulation system Envir K 
(1) 3.5-Iom:ft3 Microquartz w/o 14040 450 
l supports Traj 
4 15 
3 22 0.66 
(2) l.l.lbm/tt3 Astroquartz w/o  
supports 
I 
(3) 3.5-lbm/ft3 Microquartz 14040 450 
t l . 0  in. of 1 l-Ibrn%3Astro I Tral 
Quartz wio supports I 
I 
(4)  3.5-lbm ' f t3 Microquartz 14040 450 
+ .56 in of l.0.1brn/ft3TG 
15000 :v:o suppor!: 
Traj 
I (5) 3.5-lbm/ft3 Microquartz, 
corrected for structural i support heat leak 
(6) 3.5-lbm/tt3 Micr oquartz 
+ .60 in ot 1 0.1bm/tt3TG 
15000, corrected tor btiuctural 
support heat leak 1 ':: 
corrected foi structural Atmos 
support heat lrdk 1 1: __ __ - (7)  3.5-lbm:tts k%croquartz, 
At mos 
(8) L 5.1bm/ft3 Microquartz, 
corrected tor sttuctural 
support hedt leak 
350 :--h 
350 I 24.7 
- 
350 
350 
- 
350 
_- 
350 
- 
'15 
- 
- 
5.84 
5.77 
- 
6 35 
7.4 1 
__ 
5.77 
.- 
0 Surfdce equilibrium temperature = 1255 K (18OO'F) 
0 3 5 Ibm!ft3 . 56 kg/m3 
0 1 1 Ibm/ft3 - 17.6 kqm3 
0 1 0  Ibm/ft3 16 kg/m3 
L---- - - 
z z 1 7 e i w  
. .  
I ,  
' :  
I .  I 
. .  
. .  
. j  
I 
f, - 
t 
! 
1 / 
1 
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I -  
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D m m a  rm l m ;  
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3 M l 1  3 1  4 55 I1 791 comp.e%nl 
5 03 I 1  981 r d  
Figure 4-38. -. #%. 141 panel insulrtian system dimensions. 
Rll ) r  
! Subtotal 
% change 
i @tal 
-- t %ehanga 
i i  
1.010 4.932 .604 1 2.9496 1 
-40.2 
2.776 13.556 1.7944 8.?615 - I -35.4 
I 
I 
1 
Skin 0.523 2 s 4  0.2866 1.3994 
Corrugatlan .664 3.242 .5888 2.8749 
DouMerS - - -0299 .1460 
Attsch rivets a.054 .264 .0240 -1172 
subtotal 1.241 6.060 .9293 4.5375 
%change - -25.1 
-~ 
0.2632 
. O t S  .0771 
. 0 2  .1475 
1.2744 
WUS 0.090 0.439 
w r  clips .110 -537 
Lower clips .164 .eo1 
Drag bracket .031 .I51 
Attach hadware .1.w .635 
, .525 2.563 ,2610 - -50.3 
llrsulation 
Microquartz 0.660 1 3.223 1 0.5541 1 2.7055 1 i 1.709 C . 0 5 o o  .244 1 
~ ~~ 
a 8.32 w e w s  and nilis used 
lnconel bagging and supports 
c TG 15OOO insulation - 
2?17-S2W 
[j f 
1 
! 
I 
1-5 1 
r j  - 
u 
and in the msulation system, where reductions were obtained by eliminating foil bag- 
ging and support hardware, and the use of low-density '1'G 15000 insulation. 
The actual unit mass  of each ;.ompollent \vas also determined, and is given in 
the third column of table 4-10. Actual overall mass increased S.lc,' from the esti- 
mated nominal tolerance system, The largest  mass increase (20.7'.(') occurred in  the 
corrugation, and was the r-sult of thinniw at the cormgation bend line. The thinning 
axxrred during the postfcrming "sizing" operation. Sizing of the corrugation was 
required to  straighten h e  corrugations after brake-forming. The technique used was 
to brake-form sligt. 'y undersixit am ,ubsequently stretch o r  "size" the corrugation 
in a iorm block, machincd to the required find dimensions. The s i z i t g  was achieved 
by Ivsing pressure plaids to sire the part to its final dimensions. The plates c-nused 
an  esc-cssivc amount of stretch to occur in  the bend mea, 1-multing in significant 
thinning, approximately .W76 cm (, 003 in. at the bend line. The reduced thic-kness 
was used a s  the base thickness for the chem-milling operation so that the required 
minimum of .0145 cm (. 0057 in. ) would be achieved at the bend line. Tlw c o r r q a -  
i ~stimami- Estimated mass 
 nom mind tolerand h a r  tolerance) 
componmt Ibm/ft2 I w/m2 lbm/ft* 1 kg/m2 
Skin 0.2866 1 -3994 0.3014 14716 
Corruwtion 5888 2.8749 5497 3 1723 
Dwblers 0299 1460 . O W  1509 
Attach rivets 0240 .1172 a .0240 a 1172 
Su btot ai 9293 4.5375 1 . a n 9  4.9120 
' 0  chanye - 8 2  
surface panel 
SWiJms 
0.0539 02632 0.0573 0 2798 
Upper clips .lo64 ,5195 1076 5254 
Lower clips 0547 .267 1 ,0553 .2700 
Drag bracket 01 58 .lV7 1 ,0163 0796 
At tach hardware p-2 .1475 .om2 1475 
2610 12744 2667 13023 
t2.2 
d. 
 
3 4?16 
b 1758 
c .0240 C 1172 
5.2733 I 1 .m + 16.2 
0.2637 
~ .O lSo  b.0879 
C 0302 C.1475 
1.248 1 
- 2  1 1 
inrulstnm 
Microqusr t: 05541 i 7055 a05541 a2 7055 C O  5541 c 2  7055 
0500 244 1 J ~ 0 0  a 2441 c 0500 C 2441 TG 15000 
su t 11 Of rll cm 1 2 3496 6041 7 94% 604 1 2 9496 
<'" ( t1,inyr - 
Total 17944 8.7615 1.8 I67 9.1639 1 9397 9.4710 
_ _  -_ 
'k chat - - '4 6 +8.1 -- 
Y O f  .h'll,,~t> '3 I 
1 - .5 .-, 
. .  
I 
... 
tton wall thickness averaged . 022 cm (. 0085 in. ) Lrrstead of . 0145 cm (. 0057 In. 1. 
which accounts for the 3.47=kg/m2 (.7ll-lbm/ft2) mass. This problem was elfminated 
during the Reo6 41 formlng operatlolls by us- a larger bend radius arti redssignbg 
the pressure plates used in the sizing operatfon. Mass increases in the skin doublers 
and drag bracket resulted from use of . 044-cm (. 0175-in. ) instead of.  038-cm 
(. 015-in. ) matertal, which was not available. 
The unit mass breakdown of tbe Ken6 41 TPS is given in table 4-11. As idcatai 
the actual mass of the fabricated panel was only 2.8% higbr than estimated. 
1-4-11. - R 4 4 1  TPSnrar~keekdOrrrr 
E&maoadmass Errraecrl- 
~Noloinsladersaoe) I#s* tdmauaR1 AcaRdRwgs 
caapoaeat dI kdm2 ~bn/fp [ w m 2  IbnJfrZ I kahll2 
s u r f o e s w  
Skin 0.3525 1.7211 0.3971 1.9388 0.3600 1.7577 
corrylation .4447 2.1712 .4751 2-3 196 .4800 2.3436 
Doublers .0116 .0566 .0123 .0801 . o m  .0503 
Attach rivets .0240 -1172 a.0240 a.1172 b.0240 b.1172 
4- 
I 
.8743 
+BO 
4-4357 
1 
-9085 
- u9.1 I 
.- 
uppw clips 
Lower dim 
Drag bracket 
Attach hardware 
1 I 
SIpPortr 
0.0262 0.1279 0.0278 0.1357 0.0324 0.1582 
.06% .3198 .0668 3261 -0570 .2783 
.0727 
b 1474 
14* .0337 -1645 .a344 .I680 .0306 
-0103 . 'Eo3 .0106 .0518 .0149 I .0302 .1474 , -0302 . .1474 b.0302 
I Subtotal 1 
I % change +2.3 1 M.0 - 
I 
Insulation 
Microquartz 0.4020 1.9627 W.4020 a1.9627 bo.4om bi .w27 
TG lso00 . O W  .2441 a .051)0 a .2441 b .0500 b .244! 
Subtotal .45M 2.2068 .4520 2.2068 .45m 2.2068 
90 change - - 
Total 1.4507 7.0828 1.5303 7.471! 1.4914 7.2816 
- 
% change - +F .5 +2.a 
I 
i a Not available 1 Not weighed -- 
2217-WW 
4.9 PAKEL STIFFKCSS PROPERTIES 
Panel stiffness properties were determinsd for the Haynes 188 arnd R e d  4 1  
paneb. The properties were calculated for the final production sections, which are 
illuetrated in figures 4-ll)(a) and 4-10(b). The properties a r e  given in table 4-12. 
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Section 5 
TEST SPECIMEN FABRICATION 
5.1 HAYNES 188 FASTEEER DEVELOPMENT 
Although conventional, threaded fasteners have been fabricated from Haynes 25 
(L-605) alloy, experience has shown that oxide formation after repeated high-tempera- 
tare exposure makes removal extremely difficult. (Seizure of Haynes 25 screws on a 
previous test panel is described in reference 5-1, page 13.) Although Haynes :88 is 
less prone to oxidation than Haynes 25, Haynes 188 threaded fasteners are bsavier and 
more costly to use in blind applicaqons, and should be restricted to areas requiring 
access to the primary structure. The desirability, therefore, of a low-mass blind 
rivet for the large areas of the TPS was recognized early in the program, and the 
development of a blind fastener fabricated from Haynes 188 was undertaken. 
The Huck hlanufacturing Co., Carson, California, was selected to manufactme 
the fasteners. The design selected was developed from the existing mechanically 
locking spindle (hILS) type b!ind rivet. This type of rivet is used extensively on 
aerospace-type structures. The fastmer developed by Huck is shown in figure 5-1. 
As illustrated, the fastener employs a forged, brazier-type protruding head. A flush- 
lype head call also be fabricated, if required. The flush-type head was not used on the 
test specimen so that double dimpling could be avoided. The fastener includes a lock 
collar for positive retention of the control pin. Both the lock collar and central pin 
were machined from .317-cm (. 125-in.) diameter wire. The head and shank were 
forged from . 396-cm (. 156-in. ) diameter wire. 
5.2 SURFACE-PANEL FABRICATION 
5.2.1 Skin Fabrication 
The skin was fabricated using conventional rubber-press techniques. The alu- 
minum iorm block, which includes the bead geometry, is shown in figure 5-2. The 
finished Haynes 188 skin, formed after chem-milling, is shown in figure 5-3. The 
Hen6 skin was formed on the same block. 
5.2.2 Corrugation Fabrication 
The corrugation was fabricated using a standard forming brake. The forming 
sequence is shown in figure 5-4. The corrugation, formed before chem-milling, was 
predrilled on the edges, using an accurate drill template. The holes were used to 
locate the upper die by use of an index pin, as shown in figure 5-4(a). Figures 5-4(b) 
ihmugh (g) show the actual brake-forniing sequence of the lien6 41 corrugation. 
Figure 5-4(h) shows the corrugation being removed from the sizing block, which was 
used to atretch o r  size the corrugation to its final dimensions. 
'Thinning" at the bend line was experienced with +he Haynes 188 corrugatim. 
This was the result of too sharp a radius on the sizing plates, which were used to 
force and stretch the material into the sizing block. The reduced thickness a t  the 
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Section 7 
CONC I,USIONS 
A lighhveight nietallic *IPS was designed, and two test articles wen' fabricated, 
one from Haynes 188 and one froni Hen6 41. A baseline 'TPS concept, selected at the 
beginning of the prograni, consisted of a IIa,mes 35 corrugation-stiffened bedded skin 
surface panel, a specialtv designed support system, and an insuliition system. By 
optimizing the structure for the dcbsign loads 'and by chcm-milling to reniove material 
not needed, the mass  of the b,lscline surface panel was reduced 35';'. and the mass of 
the support structure was reduced 50'1. The insulation system mass  was reduced 
40r,' by using two t\pes of insulation, each suited to its temperature rnnge. snd by 
eliminating a foil bag which encapsulated the baseline insulation systcni. These re- 
ductions rcsulted in :ul overall 35''; reduction in miss of the Il:i\-ncs 18s panel from 
the baseline Ilaynes 25  design. Siniilw reductions were achieved with the Ren; 4 1  
svsteni. 
The overall program led LO the following conclusions: 
e Renh 4 1  :urd Hn\ncs 1SS heat shields appear to be vi:Ible nppiv:ichcs for a 
therninl prot ction system for vehicles sustaining temperatures up to 
1255 1.; (1S00 I.') s 
9 9 
0 A Re& 41  '1PS with :I ni:\ss of 7.*:M kg'ni" (1.45 lbiri ft-) nnd n lI:i\mes 188 
'1PF with a ninss of H. 7615 kg 'm- ( . 7 9 1  lbni f$) C:UI bc fnbricntcd using 
state-of-the- nrt production techniques. 
e 'I'wo therni:d protection svsknis ,  optinii:ml for different mnterinls md 
operating tcniperntun's. can be used as adjticent conip;itiblc svstcnis. with 
onlv a sniall dcc re i sc  in m:ss  efficiency resulting froni the conipron~isc. 
In view of these results. i t  is concluded th:it the basic tcchnolagv for flat 
nictallic '1PP is iivnil;lbIc. 
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APPEM)IX A 
Skin /Corrum ti on OPt imiza t ion  Procedure 
The surfece panel (skin/corrugation) optimization procedure i s  given 
i n  the following pages. The design equations and analysis procedure a r e  
presented. Also presented i s  the computer program (HAYNES) which was 
developed t o  simplif'y selection of the optimum Haynes 188 and R e d  41 
configurations. 
Design 4 uations 
The bending moment ( M )  a t  mid-span is:  
P p  L2 
M=m 
.* M = .31661 pPr 
Where: Pr = Pressure ( PSF) 
p = Pitch 
L = Span = 19.1 i n  
E (mddus)  i s  the  appropriate value (%'?- 
' !  1 '  for temp. and material cmbo. 
Dement Q 
( FZJTTER CONSTTI;III!TS 
See Fig. A-7, L-8) 
(1) tl 2 .006l (b+.06) (HAYNES) 
tl 2 .0078 (b+.O6) - .OOl92 (RENE') -
FACTOR OF EAYE'Lf I . 9  'NA 
3' = 1 . 3  (b+.06) for a l& 
aspect rat io  bead 
CREEP 
7
h+ . lb-X 
NA 
2770 + 1770 (h+.  -- ) 
1.15 ( 3 )  ,3168 ~ ( 5 0 )  .= = 
<FACTOR (!P SAE'FTY) 
A - 1  
I *.. . 
(BUCKLING) 
i 
i 
I 
I 
- j i  
-BUCKLING : 
CON0 A 
ELEMENT 4 j was assumed to be a long pla te ,  simply supported on the c 
long sides, with a bending gradient as shown. 
The buckling coefficient was fit to: 
K = e  [.7355+1.1663 (: 1 
of interest  in t h i s  study 
cr - ( 5 )  
for the ranges of 
ELEMENT 5 
(BUCKLING, COND A )  
1. (7) .31668p (430) 
A- 2 
I. 
, .  
KnOWn 
F’a rameters 
( INA) 
ACT -1 
REQ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7. 
8. 
> TOLERANCE 
1 - taken a s  0.001 
- 
X ASSUME $ = - h+.lb 
ASSUME p 
ASstlME \? 
ASSlJME h .*. ‘j; is knm 
JF <( h+.lb)/2 go t o  Step 14 
Solve E q  (8) for ( IHA) 
REQUIRED 
Solve & (6) for t* 
solve Q (1) for tl 
?c - 9. Solve - = x for (dt3) CA 
io. 
?l. Solve dt for t 
Substitute id 4 (7) and solve for d 
3 3 
12. Solve section property equations for ( Iw) 
ACTUAL 
a 
3 t, 
Increment h end return to Step 4,  o t h e r d s e  go t o  s t e p  1‘ 
A-3 
2 16. Calculate Section Weight/Ft 
CA 
P 
W = - 144 DENSITY 
' Known 
PBrameters 
WEIGHT 
! 17. Continue varying p ,  b and B t o  f ind optimum secticm. 
0 Because of t he  number of ari thmetic operations required 
and the  I t e r a t i v e  nature of t h e  analysis,  a computer 
program HAYNES, was writ ten.  This program can not be 
considered a s  t h e  t r u e  op t iu i za t im  prou-am, s ince 
sane of the  s teps  necessary t o  f ind the  l e a s t  weight 
acceptable design sect ion a r e  graphical and require 
t he  user  io in te r face  with the program. 
The program f d l o w s  the  17 steps outlined above ex- 
cept t h a t  the  sequence has been a l t e r ed  t o  imprrve 
the  program eff ic iency,  
the  margins of safety for each element t o  be output 
A program option allows 
i f  desired by t h e  user. 
Grumman's time-share computer. 
The program operates on 
The computer pr intout  f o r  the  optimized HAYNES 
section i s  presented i n  Figure A-1. The face sheet 
thickness, tl, was s i z e d  t o  prevent f l u t t e r ,  but it 
can be seen t h a t  it (element i 1 ) has  only a 3% 3 
margin o f  safety i n  buckling under Condition B and a zero 
margin i n  creep under Condition D. Elements 4 and 5 0 0  
L J 
rl 
. 
* 
in x 
(3 
u1 
m 
..' 
F + 
0 
Q 
W oc a 
rl 
0 
0 
h( 
0 
h 
0 
0 
0 
U 
Q 
0 
Q 
f 
5 r 
5 
e! 
G I 
A-6 
" 
-d 
have zero margins under two conditlons.  Element 
2-3 has a zero margin i n  buckling under condi- cj 
t i o n  B. The margin of safety reflects the re- 
serve strength after the  a p p r o p i a t e  factor o f  
s a f e t y  has been applied. 
&zed Rene' 41 panel ax,! given i n  Figure A-2. 
The results f a r  the  opti-  
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a 
!f c 
c 
w 
L?r 
U 
m 
b 
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*a. 
I .  
I 
, i r  
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A-0 
REPRODUCIBUSlTy OF TliE 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 POOR 
A-9 
I 
I 
-. 
9 
i 
F 1  ' 
L.i i 
I 
A-10 
1 - 1. 
3 FOR'*lAt(2%,/2X, 'ELE'-I 4 YLT) 1 9':L !? YL" 3 3':L ? YLD 
1 c K L  i3 CRP',/) 
;IRlTE(t, 10) I ET, ( '!Sf I ),I=1, 7 )  
IF( lRET.E\ .23)  '3 Tr) 2 C O  
50 TO (l~Q,lO~,I",jCt,S~C), 1257 
IF (T1 .3T. l * l l ' ! )  3') T3 ' 3 C 1  
10 F3R'9AT( I4,7F3.2 1 
839 C3YTI'.llJE 
900 CO?JTI:dX 
301 C9'JTIlIU€ 
G3 T3 39 
393 CALL E X I T  
EYdD 
?OF: 
- .  r 
AP-IX B 
CORRUGATION SCULPTURING PROFILE DETEBUNATION 
To minimize corrugetion mass, t h e  lower horizontal  f l a t  of t h e  corm@- 
,I-.? was sculptured. 
illg moment and t o  maintain t h e  area end buckling allowable stress. 
s ign  equations and ana lys i s  procedure a r e  presented, including the  p r o f i l e  
I rr t h e  Haynes 188 and the  &ne' 4 1  panel. 
The sculpturing p r o f i l e  was designed t o  match t h e  bend- 
The de- 
d & t  w e r e  obtained fraen 
optimization procedures 
3 
For manufacturing, t h e  lower 
flange mnrt be a l t e r e d  t o  t h i s  
geometry ( t 2  from optimization) 
, 
L- d ' 4  L.06 IN. (TYF) 
Therefore, select d' & t4 such t h a t  t he  area and buckling allowable re- 
main the  same. 
37Jf LING 
Since l a t e r a l  bending s t i f fnes s  cont ro ls  t he  buckling, select d' and tL 
t o  p.*ovide tt.: same, or less, deflectior,.  
B- 1 
1 
t 1 3 I f 12 (t3) * 
.06 IN. 
Assume 
.a 
1 
Icb = 5 (t2)' - M (.06);! 
- 2 E1 
- 
d - d' = 2(.06) 
d' a '  a = - = .   
d d' + .12 
El 
E l  
f l 
(2b) 
B- 2 
which rmurt be lers than: Y(4) 
The l e f t  side of E p .  (3)  is equivalent t o  a span of  
thickness of T, so that  : 
w i t h  an equivalent 
(3)  
For Local Buckling: 
2 
Fcrel = K  cr E(;) = K c r E ( g f  a 
or - -  d = t ( $ )
Procedure 
1 1. Assume d 
2. Solve (I) for t4 
3. Solve (2b) for  CY 
4 .  Solve ( 4 )  f o r 5  
5. So lve  (5b) for 5 
6. Solve (2a) for d ’ 
* *  .. ii 
LQ#EBI aAnos (cmt'a) 
i 
7. Capprpepa d' (Step 6) with d" (Step 1) 
0 698 mo 1 I d 
f 
t2 
a' 
a 
- 
i . a 9  m. 
.0055 Ilv. 
8 5 6 6  IN. 
0 6 8 6  IN. 
A39 IIU. 
00122 I100 
ooon 1%. 
0321 IN. 
-441 IN. 
.0140 IN. 
105860 IN. 
106130 rw. 
*Appmx.  15 too high - Acceptable 
Since the bending mment for a l l  conditions is a maximum a t  mid-span 
and varies to zero a t  the ends, the width of the chem-mill pad was varied to 
dnimize weight. 
B-4 
9 
.. 
tl 00051 
r 
h 633 
5 Let dt3 = A 
r 
Ax2 00056679 
1 I Haynes 188 
I b I 0 7 8 2  
I 00055 I t2 
I d  I .w + .01867 +A 
I 3eu.omw 
&ne* 41 
1.50 
782 
00073 
0435 
0 0 0 7 1  
439 
.0122 
------I 
I 
I 
L 
I. 
B- 5 
F .- 
I: It e811 be men that as A decrmrer, 2 increares so that the lower f l a w  5 b always lDopQ czdticaJ than the upper bead. hrth@r, 8bce as  the w k l t l l  of 
c&em-mlll p d  is reduced, the local buckling aUowable decreeres. The I 
I: 
orrrsg aUowaUe i s  al#ays constant BO that buckling under condition A 1s 
Czitical. 
MmX 2 
S%t = - =Fw=l. l (  FcFBL = i T  #cR E(:) %R = 3.62(GAC SM B5.lA.U-1) I 
( 6 )  
'b IM - 
6 .  E = 34.2 x 10 p s ~  - Hsynes 188 
= 31.6 x 10 6 psi - %ne' 41 
ProcPdw: 
0 
1. Assumed . 
- :. 2. Calculate Q fwa (2b) 
3. Calculate 2 fram (4) 
4. Calcaate FCm frum ( 5a) 
5 .  Calculete MALL frun ( 6 )  
7) below. 6. Calculate X kvxa 
i a  plotted against MALL 
"he applied bending moment i s  given by: 
. , ,  8-6 ' . "  . .  .1 . ,- *.. 
w 
I p+- x 
+L- 
(L = 19.1 IN.) 
350 - i :' . , _:.- :. 200 
, 
. d-2.. 
ir . 2:  , 
" . :. . . .. .. 
A 
100 175 
1 
0 0 
CHEM-MIL PAD WIDTH an (IN. ) 
FIGURE B-1 ALL&v\&E BEM)IIVG MWEI" 
vs CHEM-MILL PAD WIDTH 
B-7 
A-8 
f-' 
DISTANCE X 
FmMn 
in 
0 
2 
4 
6 
7 
8 
0.33 
9.55 
0 
5.08 
10.16 
15.24 
17.78 
20.32 
21.16 
24.26 
WT SAVED 
( 0 PRQFILING ) 
WT SAVED 
( STRAIGHT PF~OFTLING) 
cm MILL m w
CIlp in I 
0 5 6 6  1.44 
560 1.42 
0525 1.33 
. 460 1.17 
0 - 
0320 .a3 
0 - 
0.00 0.0 
0168 k$/n12 
( .0344 lb/pt2) 
. 092 kg/m2 
( .0188 lb/f  t2 ) 
.Q80 kg/m2 
( .0163 lb/ft2)  
I 
lWB426W 
(1) The d'  sham are minimums required. Actual d '  will be slightly 
larger because straight l i n e  chem-milling w l l l  be used. 
B-8 
Tfie detell  stre88 ana33si8 0% the k y m s  188 them1 Frotectlon system 
is  given i n  the folEoOring pages. 
penel tc: support rib athAm@nts, the cemputer pmgm developed f r ) ~  the 
auppopt rib optimization, afld the dm$ bracket d e t a i l  analysis. !he effect 
of panel spanwise thennd expane%om ~ I L  the support r ib  is also present@& 
Included is the analysis  for the surface 
MAXIEilt lMS~LoAB, v 
(1.5) PR (20) = 15 PH ( PR in psi) 1 -  v = 2 pPR I, = 
Condition PR (lb/ft2) v (lb) 
A -430 -44.8 LIMIT 
B 340 36.5 LIMIT 
C 100 10.4 LIMIT 
D 50 5.2 LIMIT 
1 h c h  waJ.l carries 5V = 22.4 lb max 
1 -V 2 22 4 
fs = ht =,zmkim 
* 4435 PBi 
-. 
I 
1 -  
For a long plate S.S. all sides, 
K = 4.8 cr 
3 
b' = eff?ctiu? 
wldth 
44.8 3b 
= 25.9 l b s  22*4 
COB 30' 
THICKNISS OF 
Doubler= .015 in .  
Sidetmll= .0055 in.  
.0205 in. 
For a pin-ended column with shear along the 
length, M = .53 (GAL S.M. €33.44.11-1) 
l12EI 
= 
3 '' tTOTAL I =  - 12 = .E05 IN, b' = .a2 IN For 'TOTAL 
M.S. = AMPLE 
c- 2 
C o s d i t i o n  A iar critical, VI -44.8 lb, l i m i t .  
%eat laytap a8 a ~saaa of tbickners of in. 
a 
2 = 3.786 in lb. limit W = 22.4 
Use 2 times the head dia.  for the effective width. 
c-3 
A -430 -44.8 
B 350 36.5 
c lo0 lo.4 
0 4a 5.2 
* 
* !xamubL E#PMsIrn: 
(1) Ref 3-3 
V 
c-4 
. 
3 = . w b t  
6(.19990) (13 .? x lo6) ( 09099bt3) 
bt2 
fb = 
6 * 1.495 x 10 t 
c- 6 
Y 
I‘ 
8 llplf seclaapp: 
- 
I 
C- 0 
Tirmost#nko's nietlmd imrolves assuming a deflected shape for the calm 
The resu l tan t  shape is then -sed far the and solving for the actual shape. 
new r.~maaptica and the process repeated. When the assumed and calculated 
S ~ P R  are within mme tolerance, say 0.1$, a t  ali sections, the cr i t ic&  
buclrllng laad can be calculated. 
Because of the i terat ive nature of the problem and the considerable nun- 
k r  of arithmetic operations imrolved, a caaaplter program, "Ribs" was written. 
This program is presented on pages C-19 and C-20. 
Several thicknesses were assumed, and the rest-'-tad c r i t i ca l  load curve 
is presented i n  Figure C-1. 
The flexible rib has an equivalent applied load of 74.4 lb. limit 
(104.2 l b  ultimate) for a 3 inch sect im of web during condition B. 
required web thckness is less than 0.005 i n  (Ref. Mg. (2-1). 
thickness was chosen as 0.008 in. due t o  handling and fabrication considera- 
t ions.  
The 
The minimum 
M.S. = ,& - 1 = AMPLE 
c-7 
c 
2 
= 2.24 (34.2 x io6) (s) 
= 3405 psi - 3405 (1.55) (.008) = 42.2 lb. P cr 
C-8 
F cr 
UPPER CLIP 
L' = .53L 
GAC S.M. 
B 3.40-1 
a 
2 2 :. P' CF = P&(>) =42.2(&) 
r&s, x .* - 1 = AMPLE 
1. 3 05 
= 4.65 (34.2 x 
Pcr = U g O O  (.8) (.a) = lOX.8 
= l = . g g  101.8 = 'nmm 
SPANWISE TIiEFMAL MpAIosIm 
A = .31b IN 
R = 1.88 IIJ c lear  between clips 
mII'l no - BIN 0 = A 
0 = 9 . 6  = .168 radians 
DETAIL A 
of' lmfkw of 1.15, the 1 , L is 
- .a3 w. 
This digension i e  required at  both the top ernd bottom web/cllp interfaces. 
m e a  8k@tch shows th@ &e& of the 0.23 inch dimension frola th@ 
eQes of the clipe. It can be swim that nuff ide&,  clearance exists, except 
a t  the battarn where it overlaps the beads "A". This latter situaticm is Ce& 
to Be accepbble since the beads are vezy shalluw in  this area. 
CLIPS 
The barpina  near "B" i s  across the 
Bendune so that the ratiff%ess of 
the bead is not a factor. 
con&&derprble amount of Bending 
material is still available (non-c=ss 
htched area) t h i o  a-sie is cm- 
sidered to  be quite conecnrative 
Since a 
ENDING REGION 
C-10 
6N 
*b 2 I 4 
44.8 lb U t  
.044 
f -
I-.9dT 
60 = 46,290 psi 
fb = .96(.044)2 
Fty = 55 
* Gll 
INSULATOR 
.r '*' . . a 
. -  
I .  
A 
B 
¶ 
C 
'3 D 
See flexible rib analysis, 
tu 5 0.@7 IM (Ref. Pg. C-6) 
0 1  2
. .  
I & r  1 P 
Bquiwdent amid laad = 2V 
2V = 2;73) = 146 lb. L i t t i t  
* 204.4 lb ULT. 
For t = .008, PCr = 250 lb (hf. fig. C-1) 
M.S. = g& - 1 = .22 
mer arc he^, PCr = 150.2 lb (Ref .  @. C-8) 
M.S. = -1 = .46 1. 73.0 
Buckling betb-een beads 
= 101.8 lb ( R e f .  Pg. C-d) ?er 
UPPER CLXPS: 
CCPQD. A. critical, 
V = 89.6 lb limit 
- $. L' = .88-.31 = .57 Ih'. ~ 
5 
M = - g =  PL' 3 . 6  (.57) 89.6 LB 
A 4  
* 6.35 iNf: 
= 36,640 psi 
.C-13 
8916 LB 
&ilBwai 
(COIID. A) 
= 9.63 I f  
6M 6(9.63) 
fb = 2 .63 (.044)' - 47380 psi 
F = 55 k s i  tY 
6 .64 
fb ,63(.&4) 
= - 47400 
89.6 2 = 44.8 LB 
3t = .132 An 
44.8 LB 
= .+I 1.15 33 0 -1 = 040 
89.6 
M.8. = -1 - .oo 1.15 7 00 
C-14 
. .  .. .. 
ments for". Baragmph 3.2.5.2 Flight Ekhor.ment 
K. Vibration 
1. Randam Vibration 
ii. Orbiter Main Ehg-Lke Bum 
Worst Case I fo f 015 w = 2000 Hz 
q = magnification factor, taken as 10 
( typical  for secondary etructu*) 
= 27.4 - Use 30 g'e 
STRUCTURE WEIGHT: 
Panel plus upper clips 
Wt = ( ,875 + ,0440 + ,0386) lb/ft2 
* ,9576 lb/ft2 
0 1 5  
I 
I 
WEB s m :  
2 
= 5.9 (34.2 x 10 ) (B) =21300ps i  
7 
2.75 
ism? CLIP. 
M = 95.8 (2.75) = 263.5 I N# '-M 
2.45 .-' 
C-17 I 
F = 55 ksi  
I= AT P 
t Y  
w - r44.1( .ass) = 12.68 I# 
EFFBCTIVR w=DTH = -85 IN. 
4 
UPPER CLIP B 
COEJD. A critical *--I- 
v f 44, 8iy f v  
1 
M = U.8 i.22- 9 ) = 2.91 I I t  
= 14320 ps, 
F = 55 ksi tY 
t v  t v  
A-A 
i’ 
I’ 
C-18 
c-19 
UR I TE (6.3 1 
DO 110 J = 1,NP 
9 FORI4AT(2X,/TOY,'J l'!ZP(J) TEI'PX V ).! Y l  '112 PCl!IT',/) 
XNP = flP 
GO TO 15 
P FORMAT(ldFS.3) 
2 F6RMAT(I8,CE14,6) 
b FORbIAT(2X,///, I Q X ,  'Mi2T IS Till CKNESS?',//) 
3 fORI4AT ( I 8,6€14 e 6, FTO, 2 1 
5 FORFtAT(2X,/// 1 
6 FOHNIT( 15,!4F1€~.5) 
999 C A L t  E X I T  
END 
EOF: 
c-20 
I 
I 
I 
1 
a 
Llaxirrmra Shear had,  V 
V = $p P#= $ (1.5) PR (20) =c 15 PR 
<PR in psi) 
Coo4DITIW PR (m/& v (LB.) 
A -430 -44.8 LIMIT 
B 340 36.5 LIMZT 
! 100 10.4 LIMIT 
D 50 5.2 LIMIT 
Each wall carries $ V = 22.4 lb .  mcut. (ComD. A) 
= 7250 psi 22.4 0435 (.0071) 
& 2 f * = E =  
For a long p l a t e  S.S. a l l  sides 
KcR = 4.8 
D-1 
I 
t 2 
= K I! (i) .I 4.8 (3 .6  x 106> (9) = Pes F~~ cr 
I 
- *e=- 
'cr = 1.4(25.9) = 36.d required 
2 n E1 For a pin-ended column w i t h  shear along the length, 
M = . 53 
Pcr = -
ML2 
( GAC SM B3.U. 31-1) 
6 E = 3.6 x 10 psi 
I =  12 for tm = .on44 
b' = .062 IN M.S. = AMPLE 
D-2 
-0073 
.m 
Treat  layup PS a beam of thickness 
XUlBSiBR 
t = .m3) 
Use (2) times head d*ameter for the effective width. 
= 93900 Pai 6M 6(4. 2 = 2( .31)( .zi7)2 :. fb = 
F =127KSf 
t Y  
P 3  
WIGN CONDITIOFSS (Bf. Pg. &l) 
corn. PR (losf) 
A -430 
B 350 
C 100 
D 50 
* 
= -249 IN 
(1) REF 3-3 
Z 
f 2v 
I 
2 
b 
D-4 
- 8.6 x loo6 (1606-70) (1.5) 
L Conservative 
= .a97 IN 
Us- the l a m  method as for the 
skin beads. 
.40 
.* p = 1.20, b = -40 USE .40 
FOR SYt&E!PRY 
P = E I A  (2374.863) 
M = EIA (35.77'8) 
- 
At top of bead, Pi = Fk - M 
Y = .31 bt3 I=- X(l-8)  
i 
= . a 2  IN/IN 
D-6 
 he o.* o m e t  strein ( y i e u  stress) a t  1600% IS: ( a  - se000 pei) 
Y 
c = .ooe = 00053 1 q I N  
17.7 X 10 
The arargin against exceeding the y ie ld  stress at  1600°F is: 
LOC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
PR I)-4) 
$0 
M.S. 
bl b2 b3 b LOC bl b2 3 
ll 0 9 8  31 015 
l2 .a0 .28 015 
. 83 13 .82 .26 014 
1.22 14 0 7 7  .24 .Ll 
1 0 5  .46 15 0 73 . 20 0 0 7  
1.5 .44 16 0 6 0  
1.5 0 38 18 -48 
1.5 .36 19 
1.17 . 34 -09 20 
1.5 .41 17 50 
- 
1 
'3 
3 
WD BUCKLING - COND. B (&f. Pg. D-4) 
' V = 36.?/cos 14' = 37.6 l b  limit (COND. B) 
GENERAL INsTABazTy 
Assme web is symmetric about Z-Z and work one side for 
sectim properties. 
in3 inertia. 
T r e a t  as a pin-ended column with vary- 
(Ref. Timoshenka, "Theory cf Elastic Stability.") 
D-6 
3 A = t [t 4 ,02615 b2 + (b3-t) 
- 2 2 
+ Io0 - % x = AJA; IIQA = A X 
~ s h e n k o ~ s  method imtoltres assuming a deflected shape for th@ column and 
The resultant shape is  then used for new 88- solving for t he  actual shape. 
tion and the ljrocess is repeat&. 
i n  sane tolerance, say O.lq8, a t  all sections, the c r i t i ca l  buckking load can 
When the assumed and ectualshap@s are w i t h -  
be calculated. 
of arithmetic operations involved, the "IUBS" camrputer program (Ref. Appendix 
O ,  pg C-19 & C-20) w a s  modified to solve for  the Rene' allowable loads. 
thicknesses were assumed, and the resulting c r i t i ca l  load curves are presented 
Because of the i terat ive nature of the  problem and the conpfdemble number 
Several 
U M ~ E  D-1. 
The flexible r ib  has an equivalent applied load of 75.2 l b  l imit  (105.3 I b  
ultimate) for a 3 inch section of web during COM). B. The allowable load for 
222 
105.3 M.S. = - -1 1-10 
LOCAL BUCKLING 
Over arches between beads . 
b "6 6AC. S.M. - = - J .39, Kc 
r '*15 B5.ll.U-2 a 1 - 5 5  
2 
- 1.15 (31.6 x 1 4 )  (,-,) = K  E (y) *ere1 cr 2 
-a 
_- 
# 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/’ 
/ 
/ Fixed R i b  
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
.024 ,005 .006 . ui37 
RIB THICKNESS, tw (in) 
. do8 
Fi(;UEiE D-1  - GENERAL INSTABILITY, CRITICAL IOAD VS. RIB THICKNESS 
D-8 
WEB BUCKLING (Continued) 
{ 
1 
Equivalent Length - Due to  Sheer: L' = .53L GACSM 
B3.40-1 2 
'cr' PCr (f) = 153.0 lb. 
BJCKLING BKtW3EN ARCHES. 
b\ Y 
(Small b a d  added, B , to prevent 
Local Buckling) 
P ea- 
D-9 
k. 
RSXN 14' - BIN (14-0)' = ,249 IN 
0 * 10.9' = ,191 rad 
9 
bt' a10 & I = 12 
***fb * 
t0 
2 L  ..e = - DETAIL B 
= R  
"IB ALLCklABtE STSIN TO PRFVENT YIELDING. 
A t  160'F = .a + -- = .0053 c-
17.7 Y 10 CRIT . 
A t  W°F = .oOe + -27 z2  cx) = .Wd 
31.6 x 10 
"hie dimension (.US IN.) is  required a t  both the top and bottom weo/clip 
interfaces, so that a t  leest  this  much wet i s  free t o  deflect and bend. A 
review of the assembly dmwing nhows that this criterion can be achieve$ 
IBLE RIB-UPPER CLIZ 
COND A Critical+ 
I 
M = 44.8 (.34 - 
D- 10 
Fty = kti 
= 9ysBo pai 
pty = 127 ksi 
'31 .*1.1 102300 -1 = .08 
I 
D-11 
-430 
350 
1 0  
-89.6 
73.0 
20.8 
D 50 10.4 
*Ref. Pg. D-4, V a l u e s  of V are double f l e x i b l e  rib values. 
TfIERMllL m m r m  
See ELexi?iLe Rib Analysis, page D-5 
WEB BUCKLING - General I n s t a b i l i t y  
Equivalent AppLied Load = 2 V  for 3" width 
2V = p(73.0) = 146 1b . l imi t  
For t = .0065s 
Buckling Over Arches; 
= 204.4 lb u l t .  
= 970 lb. (Ref .  F'ig. D-1)  'CR 
M.S. = -1 = AMPLE 
'CR = 153.0 l b  (Ref, Pg. D-8) 
1 .o M.S. = -1 = -49 
Buckling Between Arches; Pc3 = 311. l b  (Ref. Fg. D-8) 
I 
pJ 
- .  
D-12 
-RIB-- CLIP8 
CONDITION A Critical* 
V = 89.6 lb lispit* 
_-  
= 40,560 pi 
Fty = 127 k s i  
= 78810 p i  
p'ty = I27 ksi 
* Ref. Pg. D-1: 
-1 = .bo 127OOO 1.15 (788 10) M.S. = 
1 = 3 , . 5  lb. fr?= .ago in 
t 36.5 
D- 13 
179.20 
t 
= 179.2 Ib. WA 
6F! 60.63) 
fb 2 .63( .03012 
= lOlgo0 psi 
FTY = 127 ksi 
Fty = 227 ksi 
"Ref. Pg. &:I 
D-14 
I 
i 
P 
VEB SHEAR 
q3 = 2 - -  = 14.8 #/IN 
D- 15 
*590 -1-  .g2 n-mm M.S. - 
N =  84.1 (1.81) = 152.2 I10. # 
= 5Ooo pi 
2 
= ,384 (31.6 x lo6) (9) 
= 6990 Psi 
L m  CLIP 
M = 84.1* (2.15) = 180.8 r$ 
* Rcf. Pg. D-14 
p2 = P l ( 2 )  
p3 = p1 ( .95) 2.45 
X 
GAC Structures knual 
B5 .u. .u-1 K 0384 cr 
M.S. = -1 = -00 
2.45-4 
D-16 
Fty = 127 ksi 
BENDING A I  P. --- 
M = 9.8 (.*I = 8.89 I# 
= 30810 prri 
au;St = 127 ksi 
A-A  
B-B 
MS. = T$E%Ejj 
.22 
D-18 
I- t :-' 
The H a p s  188 TBS test spechen production drawlnga are given, 
inclu8lng: 
AD1001-100 T e s t  Specimen - Final Assembly 
AD1001-101 Skin - Details and Assembly 
AD1001-102 Support Ribs - Details and Assembly 
AD1001-103 Insulation System - Details and Assembly 
AD1001-104 Support Structure rsoembly 
AD1001-105 Insulation Sn, *err 
AD1001-106 Fairings and ,.Ja Seals  - Details 
E- 1 
-- E l  .- - I-- 
. 
I 
I 
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AD1001-100. - Test specimen -finel asambly. 
E -2 
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REPRODUCIBILI" OF TEfE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
t."i 3 
--ope 
'7 . __ 
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ADIOOI-102. - Support ribs - Q 
E-4 
-., i W b '  / I  
AQ1001-102. - Support ribs -details and assembly. 
E 4  
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AD1001-103. - Insulation syrtem - details and assembly. 
E-5 
2219-106W 
li 
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APPENDIX G 
Inslulation System - b d i a t i o n  Barriers 
Analysis 
The use of metal f o i l  r a d i a t i m  ba r r i e r s  was considered t o  increase 
the insulation system ef f ic iency  by reducing heat Lansmission by radiation. 
The analyt ical  evaluation i s  presented m t h e  following Pass. 
An evaluation o f t h e  manner i n  which heat is transmitted through low 
density fibrous insulat ions indicates  t h a t  a t  temperatures above 8llK (1000°F) 
the  ma:ority c: t n e  heat transmission i s  by radiation. 
Fig. 4 of Ref. 1-7 i l lusLra tes  this e f f e 2 t  viv idly .  The radiatior. compcnent 
i s  a function of t h e  cube of the absolute temperature. Therefore it appears 
a t t r a c t i v e  t o  attempt t o  reduce t h e  radiation coanponent t o  a f f e c t  a reduction 
of t he  apparent thennsi conductivity of the insillation s t  e l tvated tempera- 
tures.  Various methods have been proposed t o  accomplish this ,  such as in- 
creasing the  back sca t t e r in8  c m ; &  section by reducing f iber  diameter, add- 
ind pacif iers ,  rnd modifying thg  eni.;sivity of the S b e r s .  
were out of t he  scope of this program The z>pJb-ch investigated here in- 
volves the use of me+.al f o i l s  t o  block radiation t r a n s f e r  such a s  has been 
successf i l ly  done i n  mul t ip le  f o i l  cryogenic insulations.  
The two points i n  
These methods 
The evaluation was e n t i r e l y  a n a l y t i c d .  To d e t e d n e  the e f f e c t  of the 
f o i l  the three main components of heat transnission through the  insulation 
are assumed t o  a c t  independently of each other. These components are;  
sol id  p a r t i c l e  conduction, p s e o a s  conduction, and i n t e r n c l  radiation. For 
low density p e 64 kg/m (4.0 lbm/ft3) insulat ions a t  high temperaturzs the 3 
so l id  conduction component is  very m a l l  compared t o  thf gaseous and radiat-an 
components. 
the  gaseous and rad ia t ion  component from ex i s t ing  measured data which contains 
The solid conduction component can be d e t e d n e d  by subtracting 
G-1 
= one Iwlecular velocity 'a 
Wbre A = fiber diameter 
= insulation density 
= fiber material density 
PS 
These e q u t i o n s  basically state  that  the gaseous d u c t i o n  canpcment is 
d e m e n t  cm gas pressure and fiber eize for lasr density insuat ion .  
The radiation compocent i e  de tedned  by laethods presented in Ref. 4-7 and 
is given by the approximate equatim 
4"TM 3 
kr - N 
where u = Stephan Bolzmn con8tant 
TM = mean absolute temperature 
N = back scattering cmas section 
G-2 
. . ., , .. -., I 
.- 
F’rm the radiation trencrarissian standpcint the insu le t lm can be thou@& of 
as a series of surfsces anal- to a multiple foil system, 
reries of layers Is 
The clsFF fir a 
‘EFF = -1 4m. ( 5 )  
*re m = number of layers  per unit thickness 
e = emissivity of layer 
By assuming that the addition of metal radiation foils is analogous to 
merely adding more surface to  thoce already existing in the insulation ti new 
effective emissivity eEFF can be ccmputed to deteilnine the reduction in the 
rediatfon ccunpment when metal foils   re added. 
t 
Froxu equa. ( 5 ) .  
c 
”=‘(-+I EFT 
Assurae I: = number of metal foils per w i t  thickness 
Ccaabining equations (6) and (7) and ass- that it i s  canputed on the hasis 
of the emissivity of the metal foils. 
I 
c 
Tt&sn?fore the malatian ccanpanentwith n metal foils per unit thickness can be I 
E 
q p r e ~ ~ ~ 3  aa 
E l  Strong, H.M. ; Bun*, F.P.; and Bovenkerk, H.P. : Flat Panel Vacuum 
The& Insulation. Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 31, No. 1, 
39-50, Jsnuary 1960. 
G-2 Stephenson, H.E., Jr.; and Mark, M.: The Effect o f  Apparent Density 
and Cas-Cell Size on the Thenaal Conductivity of Ceilular Materials. 
ASME 59-A-254. 
I I 
I I 
I 
G- 4 
A cornlation of thermocouple number and locatioa is given. Tnble 
H-1 lists the number and location. 
employed. 
Figurr II-1 gives the coding system 
c- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
' 6  
Q 
9 
8 
9 
18 
11 
12 
13 
14 
18 
16 
17 
18 
I0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2s 
1(1 
27 
3 
28 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
36 
3 
37 
3s 
38 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4' 
46 
47 
48 
4s 
60 
61 
52 
c 
24 
3-1 
34 
s2 
3-2 
3-2 
2-3 
33 
4-3 
3.4 
3.4 
34 
2-6 
34 
46 
4.8 
4-6 
4-6 
24 
34 
4 4  
2-7 
2-7 
2-7 
2-7 
3.9 
4-9 
38 
34 
48 
38 
34 
3-9 
3-9 
1-10 
2-18 
3-10 
3-10 
3-10 
&tu 
Y io 
3-10 
3-10 
4-10 
4-10 
4-10 
6-10 
3-1 1 
31 1 
3-12 
2-12 
3-12 
3-12 
3-13 I 
99 1 VkOW 
H-2 
1 
I 
I -  
1 
II 
I 
I 1 
n 
4 
s 
'2 
c 
c -
-N 
c I
CT 
S 
i 
H-3 
., . . . . .  , 
A Y 
-0625 
1.85444 
1.00 
1.9275 
,14556 
AY 
.#3418 
.la904 
-359375 
,166504 
.Ol4 514 
,728715 
A? 
.000214 
.342894 
b359475 
.322601 
.oa?ll3 
1.027197 
(continued) 
&sa (2) (continued) 
Fty * 50 ksi 
F.S. = 1.15 
M.S. = -1 * 
DEFLECTION AT MID-SPAN 
3 
= .a IN wL3 .5) (23 .@5) 5 = = 5(39 
3A (10.7 x lD6)(.33@) 
Lam sees no load 
Beam 3 k ,s are the sane, with beam 9, being molr highly loaded. 
PR = 350 psf 
W a 28.6 LBS/IN 
Waximum positive airload. 
stmorpherer or 52.9 prf 
The maximum pressure in the TPSTF Is .W5 
I- 2 
.I- - 
r 
SUmRT STRUCTURE (Continued) 
SHEAR CLIPS (DWC ~~1001-104-19) 
&lex. shear occurs on beam @ 
= 466.6 LE3 per end v = - WL = 29.5 (23.@51 2 2 
V/2 = 233.3 US per clip. 
233.3 
233.3 1 233.3 
283.5 r I + -  
' 157.6 
.62 LINE * 
t 283.5; -
I 
157.6 
7 
.74 
Upper le f t  fastener has highest load 
Resultant = 457.2 lb. 
Fastener Shear Allowable : 
4420 lb. min (Ref. 16) 
M.S. = ,* = -1 = AMPLE 
&.ring: 
= 78 k s i  (Ref 16) Fbru 
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